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ALAMO
I’m a bounty hunter.

INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

LAWRENCE
The absolute first rule is to avoid 
violence at all cost. This is not 
the bust down the door, shoot ‘em 
up profession you yahoos been 
watchin’ on TV.

LAWRENCE, tightly wound, is in front of a class of about 
twenty Bounty Hunter want-a-be’s, wearing a button-down 
shirt, tie, and nice slacks. He seems oddly out of place in 
front of his own class.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

ALAMO is sitting at the bar, he slams down another shot of 
whiskey, wiping the extra off his chin. Thirty-something, but 
hard to tell through the beard, straggly hair and beat-up 
leather jacket. The smile is still in tact, so he’s somewhat 
appealing.

He waves to two GUYS at a distant table, through the low- 
down masses that fill the bar. The Guys do not return his 
gesture, as Alamo returns his attention to JOE-BERRY JONES.

ALAMO
(re; the two guys)
They’re with me.

Joe Berry’s simply a man that most would avoid.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
See, here’s the deal, ‘cause there 
always has to be a deal.

Noticing Joe-Berry has finished his beer.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Barkeep...fill Joe-Berry’s mug, 
thank ya’. So, Joe-Berry, the deal 
is, you walk outta here, and we 
take ya’ into jail, and you still 
get that trial you so deserve. Or, 
you keep on running, maybe get away 
for a spell. But your wife, she 
loses that nice little mobile-home 
you two worked so hard for. The one 
she put up for your bail.
(drifting off a bit)
I’d sure like one of those one day, 
see I’ve got me this little piece 
of land by a lake, and...



INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

Lawrence strolls the front of the classroom.

LAWRENCE
Explain it all to them. Most will 
come to their senses. You do it in 
a crowded place, where they are 
less likely to cause a scene.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Joe-Berry eyeballs the door.

ALAMO
I know. Running still looks mighty 
good. But, my boys there will put 
an awful whoopin’ on your ass, and 
you still go back to jail.

Alamo again winks at his two Guys at the table. They, look at 
each other. Alamo, intent on getting their undivided 
attention, makes numerous gestures to them behind Joe-Berry’s 
back. All the gestures go unanswered.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
I won’t cuff ya in here.

Joe Berry looks back at the guys Alamo’s been gesturing to.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Save ya’ the embarrassment. So, 
let’s down that beer, and stroll on 
outta here.

Joe-Berry eyeballs the Guys...then, Alamo. He’s clearly out-
numbered.

JOE-BERRY
I don’t want us losing that mobile 
home I worked so hard for.

Alamo stands, puts a few dollars on the bar and leads Joe-
Berry to the door. Joe-Berry’s eyes  shift around, nervous-
like, possibly going over one last get-away effort.

As they approach the door, the two Guys stand, and seem to 
keep on standing, each well over six-feet tall, and full 
framed.

GUY1
We don’t let no fags in here.

ALAMO
Yeah, don’t I know, well thanks 
guys.
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One of the Guys pushes Alamo back a step.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Right, yeah, I owe ya that drink, 
don’t I?

As Alamo turns to order a drink he is DROPPED to the floor by 
the HUGE FIST of one of the Guys.

GUY2
(to Joe-Berry)

You with him?

JOE-BERRY
I ain’t with no fag.

Joe-Berry walks out of the bar as the two Guys converge on 
Alamo, who’s face down on the floor

Feeling the pain, he still has the where-with-all to spot a 
dollar bill, loose on the floor someone must have dropped.

ALAMO
What luck.

Alamo grabs the dollar and just gets it in his pocket as he 
is GRABBED AND WORKED OVER pretty good by the two Guys.

INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

LAWRENCE
Remember, once you find yourself in 
a confrontation, you are in deep 
shit, because these people are not 
middle of the roaders. They are 
going along with you because you’ve 
struck some cord in them. That rare 
cord of reason which is your job to 
find and if that cord is broken...

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Alamo is high over one of the Guys head, then...he’s TOSSED 
across a table, and onto to floor, breaking whatever glass 
was in the way.

He gets up, checks out his bloody lip.

ALAMO
Crap. All right, hang on guys, 
that’s enough.

Alamo has been beaten pretty good and it shows as the two 
Guys move in for the kill.

GUY1
No it isn’t.
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ALAMO
Don’t make me have to...

GUY1
Have to what?

ALAMO
Kill ya’ you dumb bastard.

Alamo calmly RAISES HIS GUN to the Guy’s face that is leading 
the charge.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
I’d much rather shoot you than die. 
I’m pretty smart that way.

The room goes silent...the Bartender eases a phone from under 
the bar and prepares to dial, but waits on the outcome.

GUY1
I guess you are.

They back off...

ALAMO
God damn it! You made me lose a 
thousand dollars there. Man, that 
ain’t right. All right, cough up 
the fifteen bucks I waisted on 
drinks. Come on...

The Guys look through their pockets for money, finally 
fishing out a twenty.

GUY1
All I got’s a twenty.

Alamo snatches that.

INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

The class prepares to leave.

LAWRENCE
Tomorrow we cover what is legal, 
and what is not concerning the 
carrying of a firearm. See ya’ll
tomorrow.

The class files out.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Alamo returns to the bar, the Guys have gone. The Bartender 
sets the phone back under the bar.

4.
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BARTENDER
Wasn’t sure if I was calling an 
ambulance or not. Give me five more 
dollars.

ALAMO
Why?

Bartender holds up the crumpled up money Alamo left on the 
bar.

BARTENDER
Cause you were five dollars short, 
and it will probably keep me from 
reporting you in here with that 
gun.

Alamo throws the twenty on the bar. The Bartender takes it 
and pours Alamo a stiff one.

Alamo looks at the glass, then downs it.

EXT. PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Boots walking up behind,

Alamo, now at his car,

CHEVY NOVA, complete with mag wheels, extra thick in the 
back, and bored out headers, for that extra rumble that’s so 
important in a good-old American Muscle Car!

He looks in at his keys safely locked inside,

ALAMO
Shit.

He turns in time to see a huge fist seemingly headed at him, 
that just misses and smashes in his window.

JOE-BERRY
(O.S.)

You mean all that stuff...

Alamo watches as Joe-Berry calmly reaches in grabs Alamo’s 
keys and hands them to him.

Alamo frowns at his missing window as he reaches in and 
starts up his car.

JOE-BERRY (CONT’D)
...about us losing the house and 
all?

BRUMBLE! He fires it up...
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ALAMO
Yep.

...still looking very sadly at his broken window.

JOE-BERRY
Shoot, I’s only lookin’ at five 
years max. I’d sure like that house 
to be there when I get out.

ALAMO
Yep. You want to call your wife?

Alamo tosses him a quarter.

INT. ALAMO’S CAR (PARKED) - NIGHT

JOE-BERRY
I love you baby.

Joe-Berry leans in to kiss his wife, who’s sitting in the 
seat between him and Alamo. Her hair’s in curlers, night 
cream still covers parts her face and neck, and her pink 
bathrobe is all she’s got on.

They’re passion grows, grows, grows...pushing Alamo out of 
his door.

REVEALING they are parked in front of...

EXT. HARRY’S BAIL BONDS OFFICE - NIGHT

HARRY, in his bathrobe, unlocks the front door, and joins 
Alamo on the curb next to his car.

ALAMO
Harry.

HARRY
Good work.

Alamo opens up the door revealing Joe-Berry and his woman 
making out heavily in the front seat. Alamo waits for a 
moment, but seeing that the passion may never end, or get any 
less offensive, he tries to pull Joe-Berry from the car.

JOE-BERRY
(to his wife)

I love you, baby.

Harry and Alamo finally drag him out of the car.

Joe-Berry’s wife wipes the messy lipstick from her face, and 
checks herself in the pull-down passenger mirror. Then jumps 
from the car with her robe mostly open.
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WIFE
Don’t go runnin’ no more Joe-Berry.

JOE-BERRY
I won’t.

They EMBRACE AND KISS.

ALAMO
(re: wife)

I promised him...

HARRY
I see.

Joe-Berry pulls his tongue from her mouth and his hands from 
her ass as he is pulled into Harry’s.

WIFE
It’ll be okay. I’ll get my old job 
back while you’re in jail.

JOE-BERRY
Good idea. Thanks again, Alamo.

ALAMO
Yep.

The Wife gets back in the car as Alamo follows Joe-Berry into 
Harry’s to get his money.

The Wife watches,

THROUGH THE WINDOW

Harry handcuffs Joe-Berry to a chair and counts out Alamo’s 
money, then Harry gets on the phone as,

Alamo comes back out and gets in his car, still counting his 
money.

Starting the car..

ALAMO (CONT’D)
So, what do you do?

Alamo looks to Joe-Berry’s wife who has re-touched her 
lipstick, fluffed up her hair, and has her robe hanging 
conspicuously open to reveal a breast, some leg...enough.

WIFE
You want a date?

ALAMO
No, not really.
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WIFE
How much you got there?

EXT. MOBILE HOME - NIGHT

Alamo falls out the door of his car, trying to escape the 
Wife, who IS ALL OVER HIM.

ALAMO
Come on, get your ass outta my car.

He stands away from car, motioning for her to get out.

WIFE
One date, come on. Fifty bucks.

ALAMO
Get! Out!

WIFE
When’s the last time you had any?

ALAMO
Get out!

She puckers up, making kissy face motions to him.

WIFE
Come on...Forty bucks.

Alamo goes to the car, reaches in, grabs a handful of hair 
and pulls her from the car, then gets in and drives off.

Leaving the wife out front of her mobile-home.

WIFE (CONT’D)
I’m a single mom, trying to earn a 
living, ya’ know? Asshole!

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

A HOOKER stops her beat for a moment as a ‘John’ pulls up.

HOOKER
Hubba-hubba...hey baby.

She approaches the car, NOTICING...

HOOKER (CONT’D)
Oh, what’s shaking, Alamo?

ALAMO
Your ass. You busy?

HOOKER
Shit (no).
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ALAMO
Let’s go.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Alamo and the Hooker are sitting on the hood of his car with 
a bottle of something in a brown paper bag. They exchange 
hits.

HOOKER
You always said you’d marry me.

ALAMO
I didn’t say when.

HOOKER
Shit (never)...

Long pause.

HOOKER (CONT’D)
Well, what the hell you waiting on, 
I know what we’re here for, go 
ahead?

Another pause, THEN,

ALAMO
I think it has something to do with 
my mother. I always felt she was 
analyzing me, like a patient, you 
know, never a son. It was, well...

HOOKER
Distant.

Both have assumed the position, with the Hooker as the 
therapist and Alamo as the patient.

ALAMO
Yeah, distant. I think, maybe, if 
she’d have, you know...

HOOKER
Loved you more.

ALAMO
Yeah, but...

HOOKER
Like a son.

ALAMO
Yeah.

The Hooker goes around to the window of the car...
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HOOKER
Then, you’d feel more comfortable 
with women in their traditional 
roles as ‘better halves’, now that 
you’re an adult.

ALAMO
I love that you know me so well.

...she reaches in and turns up the stereo...

HOOKER
This is still costing you whether 
you fuck me or not.

ALAMO
I know. Anyway...

RADIO
(CRAZY by Patsy Kline)

...’cause I’m crazy for trying, 
crazy for dying, crazy for being...

ALAMO
...I feel like, I’m...

HOOKER
(listening to the song, 
hearing the irony)

Going nuts.

INT. BOUNTY hunting school - MORNING

Lawrence walks in to start class and is immediately met by  
MAE MCGRAW.

MAE
Lawrence Wilson? Hi, I’m Mae, Mae
Mcgraw.

Mae’s a thirty some-odd, well put together package, but off 
in her approach. She has a strong masculine style to her 
feminine beauty.

She all but forces Lawrence out the door.

MAE (CONT’D)
I’s told...I was told that I could 
find you here.

LAWRENCE
And this is concerning?

MAE
Bounty Hunting.
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LAWRENCE
You are more than welcome to join 
the class, a new one starts up in 
six weeks...

Lawrence starts back into the class, but Mae stops him.

MAE
Yeah uh, no. That’s not what I’m 
looking for. I’m a writer and I’m 
doing a story on this guy who’s 
jumped bail.

LAWRENCE
A skip?

MAE
A what?

LAWRENCE
A skip, that’s what we call him.

MAE
That’s just the kind of stuff I’m 
looking for. Now how would I go 
about  hooking up with the Bounty 
Hunter assigned to this guy?

LAWRENCE
What guy?

MAE
The guy I’m doing the story on, 
dumbass!!!

Her tone sets Lawrence back.

MAE (CONT’D)
Sorry it’s just that I’ve been 
doing this story for some time and 
he goes and jumps, skips bail and I 
can’t finish the goddamn story. 
Understand?

LAWRENCE
Just check out with the police 
which Bailbondsman posted his bail, 
and then find him and see who he 
hired.

Lawrence starts back in his class.

MAE
Listen, wrong foot here, and I 
apologize.

(getting flirty)
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Maybe I buy you a drink and you 
could help me find this 
Bailbondsman, Bounty Hunter guy, 
thing, you know. Cops, they take 
too long.

Lawrence looks into his class...

LAWRENCE
Sure, yeah. I’m finished here at 
four, if you want to stop back 
by...

MAE
How ‘bout lunch instead...you do 
lunch, Larry?

LAWRENCE
Noon.

Mae strokes his face and strolls away.

EXT. SOMEWHERE - DAY

The Hooker is still asleep on the hood of Alamo’s car. Alamo 
is at the open trunk, brushing his teeth.

His trunk is a make shift, bathroom pantry and kitchen.

He finishes brushing, rinses, then pulls out a small cracked 
hand mirror to check his teeth. Then, out comes the floss, 
deodorant, etc.

The Hooker rustles from her sleep, a beer is placed in her 
hand. She takes a sip to help her rise and shine.

HOOKER
I over slept.

ALAMO
You got some place to be?

HOOKER
I’m hungry, feed me.

Alamo finds the shirt that best passes the sniff test, throws 
it on and gets in the car. The Hooker is already in, checking 
herself in the mirror.

HOOKER (CONT’D)
I look like shit.

INT. DINER - DAY

Alamo enters with the Hooker, and is met by an older, sassy 
Waitress.

12.
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WAITRESS
You got a message, Alamo.

ALAMO
From who?

WAITRESS
Some BailBondsman in San Antone.

ALAMO
Number?

She hands him the number

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Can I use the phone?

WAITRESS
It’s long distance.

Alamo gives her a ‘please’ look, and she checks to make sure 
the coast is clear...no Manager. Then, motions him to the 
phone.

ALAMO
(to Hooker)

Take a seat.

PHONE

Alamo DIALS up the number,

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(on the phone)

Yeah, this is Alamo I got a message 
you called. No, I don’t remember 
you...oh, shit, Benny. Yeah I 
remember you. What are you doing in 
San Antone? I’m available, yeah. 
Why don’t I come by tomorrow. How 
much? I’ll see you in an hour.

Alamo hangs up and starts for the door, passing the Hooker 
who is at a table checking out a menu.

HOOKER
Where are you going?

ALAMO
San Antone.

HOOKER
Well, I need a fucking ride, back 
to my house.

Alamo thinks for a moment.
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ALAMO
Yeah, you do.

Then he walks out.

HOOKER
Alamo! Asshole!

INT. RESTAURANT - DAY

Lawrence returns from the phone, paper in hand. He gets to 
his table with Mae and hands her the paper.

MAE
How come you don’t do it anymore?

LAWRENCE
Well, I just find teaching more 
satisfying, besides, I can teach 
ten guys to go get ten skips, where 
as I can only get one.

MAE
Uh-huh...well, those that ‘can’, 
do, those that ‘can’t, teach.

(to a Waiter)
Can I get another beer?

A de-balled Lawrence hands her a piece of paper.

LAWRENCE
That’s the Bailbondsman. He’ll tell 
you if he has anybody on it and who 
they are.

MAE
Great, well, maybe I’ll see you 
around.

She gets up immediately to go, with both of their orders 
arriving at the table.

LAWRENCE
Aren’t you going to eat?

She takes a bite of her sandwich, and downs her beer.

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
Weren’t you going to pay?

MAE
Yeah.

She leaves, without another word, and without so much as a 
dime left for the meals.

14.
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EXT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - DAY

BENNY is on the phone.

BENNY
Yeah, it’s an easy gig. FIVE 
THOUSAND. Well, he may be in 
Mexico, but...hello. Hello.

Benny’s a good five-foot two in his heels, just taller than 
the 44-magnum he has in his side holster. Benny is obsessed 
with what he considers to be his greatest asset...his 
incredible good looks. So, he never strays too far from a 
mirror in case a hair gets outta place.

INTERCUT

ALAMO,

driving...turns on his stereo.

“PRESSURE” by ZZ Top fills the car...

MUSIC/LYRICS
“You got me under pressure...

BENNY,
on the phone....

BENNY
What do you mean ‘no’!!? It’s EIGHT 
GRAND. I’ve given you so many easy 
fucking skips, and...hello?

Alamo driving...

MUSIC/LYRICS
“She likes cocaine/ she likes 
French cuisine...”

Benny on the phone.

BENNY
Mikey, Mikey, this is a sweet deal. 
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS. Well, he may 
have jumped the border, but it’s 
not for sure. Hello?

Benny SLAMS the PHONE down, over, and over and over...

Alamo driving...

MUSIC/LYRICS
“You got me under pressure/you got 
me under pressure”.

Guitar licks and drum beats shake the car.

15.
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Benny, on the phone.

BENNY
Alamo, hey it’s Benny. Benny, you 
remember me. I’m in San Antonio 
now. No shit, listen...

INT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - DAY

Alamo sits across from Benny.

BENNY
So, I think he’s in Texas-South.

ALAMO
Mexico.

BENNY
(hesitant)

Yeah or he could be in...

ALAMO
You say Mexico, ‘maybe’, he’s in 
Mexico for sure, otherwise you 
wouldn’t say Mexico. Fuck.

Benny allows this to soak in.

BENNY
TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED, just like we 
discussed?

ALAMO
Three grand.

BENNY
Twenty-eight.

ALAMO
Deal.

BENNY
You drive a hard bargain. Half now.

Benny lays out Fourteen hundred on the desk, and a picture 
of,

BENNY (CONT’D)
Elle Baldeau. That’s the guy.

Alamo looks at the John Malkovich type staring back at him in 
the photo.

ALAMO
Oh, I get it, El Baldo.

16.
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BENNY
What? No that’s not it. Elle
Baldeau, it’s French, or...never 
mind. Here’s his last home number 
and address. Also, there is one 
more thing.

ALAMO
Who’s she?

Benny turns to see Mae standing behind him.

BENNY
The one more thing. This is Mae...

MAE
McGraw. Nice to meet you.

ALAMO
We didn’t.

BENNY
Mae’s a writer, been doing a story 
on this guy, at least until he 
skipped.

Benny looks to Mae who gives him what was probably one in a 
long line of flirtatious looks that Benny can’t resist.

Alamo takes a look at the numbers Benny gave him on El Baldo 
as he heads for the door.

ALAMO
Good luck with your story.

BENNY
Hey, Alamo. I only have a week to 
get this guy back. You bring him to 
me...you’re the best!

Alamo nods and heads out the door, chased down by Mae.

Benny watches through the big window as Alamo and Mae have a 
discussion at Alamo’s car, with Mae doing most of the 
talking.

Benny watches as Mae flirts with Alamo...

BENNY (CONT’D)
Bitch!

Then Alamo heads back into Benny’s office, walks right up to 
the desk and SETS THE MONEY back on Benny’s desk.

BENNY (CONT’D)
Whoa, whoa wait we had a deal.

17.
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ALAMO
I ain’t taking her with me.

BENNY
So don’t.

ALAMO
She said you made a deal, that’s 
why I got the extra money.

BENNY
Extra money? What? I didn’t make a 
deal with that bitch. Hey, let me 
tell you, she’s a piece of work, 
ass, work, she’s a piece of 
something. Here, take your money, 
take her, don’t take her. I don’t 
care, just bring me El Baldo.

Alamo stares at Benny,

BENNY (CONT’D)
She said I’d be in the book. You 
too!

ALAMO
Don’t want to be in a book.

BENNY
I don’t either...I do. I do, I 
...just, take her, or not. Do Take 
her, and I’ll throw in an extra 
Five hundred. IF! You bring in El 
Baldo.

EXT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - DAY

Alamo walks out, and heads directly to his car where he is 
cut off by Mae.

MAE
Let me ask you one question. You 
still don’t want me riding along, 
then fine.

ALAMO
This a writer kinda question?

MAE
Yeah. How would you live your life 
if you knew it was going to be a 
novel?

Alamo thinks about it for a minute.

ALAMO
Without anyone tagging along.

18.
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MAE
Then who’d write it all down.

ALAMO
You rehearse that?

MAE
Yeah.

ALAMO
It sucks.

EXT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

Lawrence in front of the class.

LAWRENCE
The phone company can be a 
wonderful resource, however, they 
don’t just hand out the info. But, 
the best thing about it is they 
can’t see you. On one case I called 
the phone company and pretended to 
be the son of the man I was after.
I told them he was in an accident, 
and that I was handling his bills, 
and if they could fax me his last 
bill, and a copy of any late 
charges I needed to take care of. 
After a few minor details of 
verifying info, which I got from 
rummaging through the man’s 
apartment, they faxed me his bill.

Lawrence flashes a big proud smile to a very un-captivated
audience, an audience very unlike...

INT. RAVE BAR - MEXICO

Young girls by the hundreds crowd the stage in this warehouse 
style bar. They are all young Mexican girls and they can’t 
get enough of,

El BALDO!!!!!

He’s belting out a Rolling Stones cover song, but delivers it 
in a Reggae/Rap style as he eats up the stage.

EXT. APARTMENT - DAY

Alamo and Mae park at the ratty little apartment complex.

INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - DAY

Lawrence checks over the class.
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LAWRENCE
Any questions?

STUDENT
Yeah, when you get your gun permit? 
Can you carry the gun anywhere? 
Like, on a date?

STUDENT 2
Even when you’re not after someone?

Lawrence looks with disgust, at how irrelevant to the current 
subject matter that question is.

EXT. APARTMENT - DAY

They look at the locked door, AS the Rolling Stones, ‘Only 
Rock and Roll’ seeps from under the door. It is however, El 
Baldo doing the song in his rather unique style.

MUSIC/EL BALDO STYLE
If I could stick my hand in my 
heart/ Spill it all over the stage/

MAE
You gonna kick the door in?

ALAMO
That would be better for the story? 
Huh, writer girl.

MAE
No, just asking.

ALAMO
Don’t try none of that psychology 
on me.

MAE
I’m not, just really asking how you 
getting in.

ALAMO
Pick the lock.

MAE
You can pick a lock.

Alamo shoots her a ‘damn right’ look, then starts to fiddle 
with the lock a bit, trying to manipulate it open, looking at 
it, THEN,

BAMN! HE kicks it open!

MAE (CONT’D)
Look...
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ALAMO
Check that next thought, I don’t 
need it.

They enter in cautiously.

MUSIC/EL BALDO STYLE
Would it satisfy you/ would you say 
the boy’s insane...

INT. BOUNTY HUNTING SCHOOL - NIGHT

LAWRENCE
Any other questions?

A sea of hands go up.

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
Ones relevant to the paper trail a 
skip can leave behind?

The hands go down and the class is mute.

STUDENT
You sure are a good teacher.

INT. EL BALDO’S APARTMENT - DAY

The music has stopped as Alamo tosses aside the CD he has 
just pulled from the player.

The CD reads...El Baldo’s greatest hits.

ALAMO
(re:music)

That sucks.

MAE
That’s him.

ALAMO
How do you know.

MAE
I know my subject.

ALAMO
Your subject can’t sing...

Alamo picks through a crappy desk, littered with fast food 
wrappers, but nothing of any significance.
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EXT. RAVE BAR

El Baldo is ushered out the back, fighting through the fans 
that have gathered to touch and grab at him, as he jumps into 
a really shitty taxi and is off.

INT. EL BALDO’S APARTMENT

Alamo finds a scrap of paper with a PHONE NUMBER on it.

MAE
What’d you find?

ALAMO
You using my name or like a made up 
one?

MAE
What?

ALAMO
In your story.

MAE
Oh, I don’t know. Why?

ALAMO
I’s just wondering.

MAE
Really, okay, well, don’t know. 
Now, what’d you find?

Alamo holding the paper, but thinking about himself.

MAE (CONT’D)
The paper in your hand, what is it?

ALAMO
Phone number.

MAE
Good deal. That’s like a clue, 
right?

ALAMO
Yeah. He likes porn.

MUSIC/EL BALDO STYLE
If I could suicide right here on 
the stage/would it satisfy you/ 
would you say the boy’s insane...

Alamo looks to Mae who has not only put the CD back in, but 
listens with a little too much enjoyment for Alamo’s liking.
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Alamo shoots her a look, and she shuts it off the CD as he 
enters,

MAE
(re:CD player)

That little bastard had it on a 
loop.

El Baldo’s BEDROOM,

A single mattress on the floor is all it has. One wall has 
‘people I like’ written across the top. Under the heading are 
pictures of Telly Savalas, Yul Brenner, Ghandi, and other 
bald men.

Then, there’s a  ‘people I hate’ wall. A lot of guys with 
really noticeable hair like Fabio, James Dean, and Ronald 
Reagan.

INT. MEXICAN BAR - DAY

There sits El Baldo. He’s not the amazing presence he was on 
stage at all, now, more of a  smallish, edgy twitchy guy, 
with bouncing eyes. He drinks from a glass on the bar without 
using his hands. He bends down, and with a side-ways slurp 
takes a drink, never taking his eyes off his surroundings.

A MAN bumps into El Baldo from behind.

MAN
Sorry.

EL BALDO
It’s okay, really, don’t worry 
about it.

El Baldo speaks in a frail, always apologetic voice.

MAN
I won’t, baldy.

El Baldo turns to see a big, cock-sure dude with extra 
swagger, but worse, El Baldo ZOOMS IN on the Man’s EXTRA 
THICK HAIR.

The man continues out the bar, and on his way.

INT. EL BALDO’S APARTMENT - DAY

Alamo checking out the ‘people I hate’ wall...runs his hands 
through his own thick hair.

ALAMO
This guy’s a real turd!

From the other room.
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MAE
Alamo, check this out!

Alamo starts for the other room, when his boot catches on 
something under the rug, tripping him. He goes back, taps on 
the floor, NOTICES...

MAE (CONT’D)
Alamo!

EXT. ALLEY MEXICO - DAY

EL BALDO is BEATING the Man to shit with his bare fist. 
Pulverizing the much larger Man, crumbling him to his knees, 
and with each BLOW...

EL BALDO
(wimpering-eerily)

Oooh, sorry, sorry...ooooh,

El Baldo dishes out an oddly sympathetic, but brutal 
beating...

EXT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - DAY

Lawrence exits his car.

LAWRENCE
(to himself)

How bad can this guy be?

INT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - DAY

Benny looks at Lawrence seated across from him.

BENNY
El Baldo? He’s pretty bad stuff. 
Look, I offered you ten-thousand. 
You bring him in early, and I’ll up 
it to twelve grand. I don’t need 
worry lines.

Benny checks the mirror.

Lawrence thinks it over...

LAWRENCE
Mexico?

Benny shrugs.

BENNY
You’re the best.

LAWRENCE
Anyone else on this?
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BENNY
Fuck no.

LAWRENCE
Benny? Two guys make it more 
dangerous, I don’t need some hot 
dog looking to make his rent money.

BENNY
I swear, no one.

LAWRENCE
I swore to my wife no more field 
work. No more tracking. But, she 
gets pregnant, and of course we 
need a bigger house. Still, doesn’t 
want me out there, but how can I 
pay for the house, the kid...

He suddenly stops mid stream

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
...you know what she says? That 
those who can do and those that 
can’t teach. She obviously doesn’t 
know my track record. She’s not 
around, number, anything.

Benny shakes his head, at this point hoping Lawrence will 
just leave ALL READY!!!

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
Well, she’ll be missing the real 
story then, because I’m back. And 
don’t you worry Benny, I’ll bring 
him in, just like that one time...

Benny drops his head.

INT. EL BALDO’S APARTMENT - DAY

Alamo joins Mae in the other room, where is presented with a 
piece of paper with a phone number on it.

ALAMO
Oh shit!

MAE
Mexico, huh?

ALAMO
Huh? You used,’huh’?

MAE
What, you questioning my grammar?
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ALAMO
You’re a writer ain’t ya’.

MAE
Shut up. And it’s ‘isn’t’, not 
‘ain’t’.

ALAMO
I isn’t a writer.

MAE
Don't seem to be much of a bounty 
hunter at this point either.

BANG! BANG!!! Fifty caliber big boy bullets rip through the 
front window, exploding in the wall behind them!

VOICE
We know you're in there, El Baldo!

Bang, bang, bang....they Open fire! Blowing out most of the 
front of El Baldo's apartment, as Alamo, and Mae hit the 
floor, covered in shattering glass! The Bullets seem 
endless...

MAE
Shoot back or something, god 
damnit!

Alamo starts a slow crawl back to El Baldo's bedroom,

VOICE
WE want our money, El Baldo. 

ALAMO
I wonder how much money...

MAE
We're you going?

ALAMO
Bring your note pad and follow me.

MAE
Fight back...you just gonna crawl 
off and die!?

ALAMO
Maybe.

Bang!!! Bang!!! Every part of the apartment explodes in an 
array of BULLETS...

Mae scurries after Alamo who is all ready in the other room, 
pulling back a huge rug.
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MAE
That's great, let's hide under a 
rug.

BOOTS...quite few pair, stomp there way up the three flights 
of stairs!

ALAMO
Not quite.

He reveals a trap door under the rug. Opening it reveals a 
little rope ladder leading down to the next apartment below.

Mae and Alamo shimmy down the rope into the next apartment, 
shutting the trap door, as Bullets echo through El Baldo's 
apartment.

MAE
We're trapped here.

Alamo yanks up the rug on this apartment, revealing another 
trap door.

ALAMO
I kinda like this guy.

They scurry through that one.

AS, the tres HOMBRES look through El Baldo's apartment,

BASEMENT...Mae and Alamo crawl through the basement, coming 
to a small window looking out at his CAR!

MAE
Let's go!

ALAMO
Wait...

MAE
For what!?

Bang! Bang! Bang!!!

ALAMO
Til we know where they are at.

He knocks out the window and crawls out the window, followed 
by Mae, who starts to run for the car before being grabbed by 
Alamo.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
They're not looking for us...don't 
make them start. Take my hand...
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They lock hands, Alamo kinda digs this, as they stroll up the 
street away from his car, before making a nice little turn 
back toward the car,

ALAMO (CONT’D)
No cops? What kinda neighborhood 
does he live in.

As they get back to the apartment, the tres Hombres bolt out 
looking around, as Alamo pins Mae against the car for a kiss.

The Hombres pile into their vehicle and take off!

Alamo pulls back,

MAE
What the hell was that? Thought 
they wouldn't know us anyway.

ALAMO
Yeah.

MAE
Don't do it again.

INT. ALAMO'S CAR - RIPPING DOWN THE HIGHWAY

MAE
So are we going to Mexico?

ALAMO
No.

MAE
But, you got a number.

ALAMO
I got this number too, which is not 
Mexico, so I have to check it out 
too.

MAE
Even Benny said he’s in Mexico.

ALAMO
Hey, shut up. Where’s your pen and 
paper, or tape recorder or 
something if you’re a writer?

MAE
I don’t need one. If it’s good 
stuff then I remember it.

ALAMO
Then remember this. El  Baldo may 
want a big Mexican manhunt, while 
he’s sitting in fucking Colorado. 
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Benny said Mexico, but Benny don’t 
know, that’s why Benny picked me. 

MAE
Mexico? Superman?

CAR RIPS OFF THE FREEWAY, ONTO OFF RAMP...LA GRANGE, TEXAS

ALAMO
This first...it’s a bar in La 
Grange.

MAE
You’re wasting your time.

ALAMO
Hey, writer, girly, fuck, whatever, 
shut up.

Music from the radio takes over the air, ‘La Grange’, by ZZ 
Top.

MUSIC/LYRICS
You must been down, in that Texas 
Town, ‘bout a sec outside...

EXT. STREET - DAY

LA GRANGE CITY LIMITS...

Alamo enters bar...

INT. BAR - DAY

Alamo asks around, Bartender points to wall, Alamo checks out 
picture on the wall of,

“EL BALDO and the MISTONES”...El Baldo’s band,

Back to the Bartender, more questions, followed by a lot of 
head shaking by the Bartender,

BARTENDER
Not anymore...He hit it big in 
Mexico. He mostly performs down 
there, now.

EXT. ROAD - DAY

Alamo’s car blows by the ‘Leaving La Grange’ Sign as...ZZ 
TOPS’, LA GRANGE kicks into high gear.

MUSIC/LYRICS
La Grange, and you know what I’m 
talking about. Just let me know if 
you want to go. 
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To the home out on La Grange. They 
got a lot of nice girls there...

MAE
Mexico, huh? Kiss my ass, huh?

Alamo shoots her a look...

EXT. ROAD - DAYBREAK

Alamo’s car sits broken down on the side of the road. Alamo 
takes the opportunity to change shirts and brush his teeth, 
unfazed by the delay, while Mae paces around the car.

MAE
Aren’t you on some sort of time 
constraint? I mean, and let me make 
a mental note of this if it’s true, 
but is your plan to sit here and 
wait for this El Baldo to just 
drive by then grab him. Because 
maybe you’re right, this Bounty 
Hunter shit is pretty boring.

Alamo has had enough of her whining.

MAE (CONT’D)
I mean, what the fuck is wrong with 
this thing? You can’t fix it? What 
is it?

ALAMO
A gasket, thing. Gasket.

MAE
You blew a gasket?  We are fucked
out here, Bounty man.

ALAMO
Let me ask you something, just what 
kind of story are you doing?

MAE
What?

ALAMO
This El Baldo, what’s so special 
about him that you’re doing a story 
on him?

Mae thinks this over.

MAE
El Baldo is like a modern day Butch 
Cassidy.
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ALAMO
He didn’t look like it.

MAE
It ain’t, aren’t, isn’t a looks 
thing, he’s a fucking genius.

ALAMO
Genius? How come he got arrested?

MAE
Well, maybe that’s why I’m doing 
the story, the downfall of the 
criminal genius.

ALAMO
That’s your story.

Quick change...

MAE
We’re going to fucking fry out here 
aren’t we?

ALAMO
Genius at what?

MAE
Bank robbery...okay. Look, you want 
to know the big one, the big Kahuna
here?

ALAMO
Sure, entertain me.

MAE
I believe, and my sources are 
usually pretty good, that this El 
Baldo is after a real big one in 
Mexico.

ALAMO
A bank?

EXT. MEXICAN BANK - DAY

A sombrero lifts up REVEALING El Baldo sitting across the 
street eyeballing a very shabby, run down, building passing 
as a BANK only because El Banco de Mexico is poorly painted 
on the front facade.

ALAMO
(O.S.)

Well, I’ll be goddamn. You think he 
went down there to rob a bank? 
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Then I hope he plans on staying 
down there, because he’s gonna 
raise a big stinky flag the moment 
he tries to convert them pesos to 
dollares. 

MEXICO

The sombrero'd El Baldo continues to watch as some rather 
burly, scary looking SENORS, with large GUN bulges, under 
their coats, exit the bank. He watches as they split up. One 
goes into a shabby little market, and takes his place behind 
the counter. The other goes into a Laundry mat, and actually 
starts cleaning, making change etc. Both seem as very 
unlikely store keepers

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(O.S.)

That’s a good story though, real 
writer-like. If you people would 
actually research what you’re 
writing about instead of making 
shit up, you might actually get it 
right.

EXT. ROAD

Alamo belts out a whistle as a truck approaches and waves it 
down.

The truck pulls off and Alamo runs to the passenger window, 
well away from Mae who sits on the hood of his car looking 
disgusted.

The guy in the truck, BUTCH, by the name tag barely 
recognizable through the grease, is one dirty turd.

ALAMO
(re: Butch)

Perfect.

BUTCH
Huh?

ALAMO
(not letting Mae hear)

Hey, man, look I ran outta gas and 
was wondering if you could give me 
a lift?

BUTCH
What about your lady friend? You 
can’t leave her out here she’ll 
cook.

Alamo and Butch look back at Mae.
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BUTCH (CONT’D)
Besides, she’s purty. She your 
girl?

ALAMO
No, she’s a hitch-hiker...horny, 
type. Looking-for-action, ‘chick’.

Alamo gives Butch a wink like old Butch just might have a 
shot.

ALAMO (CONT’D)

Hang on, Butch.
(yelling)

Mae! Mae, this nice guy’s gonna 
give us a lift, says he may know 
where I can get the part, the 
gasket. You want to go?

MAE
Well, I’m not fucking roasting out 
here.

As she storms to the truck...

ALAMO
(to Butch)

The name’s Mae. She says she likes 
a big smile.

Butch flashes his orthodontia, one UGLY RACK OF TEETH, DAMN

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(re: teeth)

God damn!

Tobacco seeps from the corners of his mouth AS, Mae RUNS up 
and starts to jump in the truck.

BUTCH
So you’re Mae, huh? I’m Butch, get 
in.

Mae gets a gander at that Butch smile and backs off.

MAE
How long you going be gone there, 
Alamo?

BUTCH
It’s about twenty minutes to the 
next town. Of course, that means 
twenty back so, I don’t know...a 
bit?
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MAE
I’ll wait.

Alamo jumps in, and they’re off.

ALAMO
You saved me man. She’s a yacker.

Alamo notices Butch looking in the rearview.

INT. LAWRENCE’S CAR - DAY

He’s on the cell phone.

LAWRENCE
(with French Accent)

Yes, who is this? Sarah, how nice. 
Sarah, I was wondering if you could 
get some phone records for me, it 
seems my son Elle has been in a 
terrible accident and I’ll be 
handling his affairs for some time. 
I appreciate your condolences. My 
name? Yes, Elle Baldeau, uh Senior, 
of course. Let me give you my fax 
number...

INT. BUTCH’S TRUCK - DAY

Alamo has his head out the window like a dog, trying to avoid 
the stench.

Butch turns on the radio. Johnny Cash’s “Ring of Fire” kicks 
in...

MUSIC/LYRICS
...I fell in to a burning ring of 
fire/and it burns burns 
burns...that ring of fire...

INT. BUTCH’S TRUCK (MOVING)

Alamo watches Butch try and spit, with most of the tobacco 
juice falling on his shirt.

LAWRENCE
(O.S)

Hi, yes, my name is Elle Baldeau, 
oh let me give you my social first. 
555-46-1877, and the reason I’m 
calling is my wife took my credit 
card, and well, I don’t want to get 
to personal with you, but could I 
get a copy of my last ten charges? 
Mother’s maiden name...oh, I can’t 
think, she was my step mother. 
That’s what I gave you.
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SOMEWHERE
Lawrence on his cell phone

(faking an emotional 
moment)

I tell you, my wife, she met this 
guy, and I’m just trying to keep 
the kids from getting too hurt. 
If...maiden name, uh, you know 
what, could I give you my fax and 
you send me those bills Mrs? 
Sampson. What a coincidence, you 
could be a pillar of strength for 
me right now. Oh, you will, thank 
you so much...

MUSIC/LYRICS
I fell in to a burning ring of 
fire...

EXT. BUTCH’S TRUCK - DAY

Alamo stumbles from the truck, escaping the smell, and 
finally getting a breath...

MUSIC/LYRICS
...and it burns burns burns...

Alamo rubbing his eyes.

ALAMO
Thanks Butch.

BUTCH
You want I should wait and give ya’ 
a ride back?

ALAMO
No, no,no...

BUTCH
What about your girl?

ALAMO
Fuck her (what about her).

BUTCH
(excitedly)

Okay.

Alamo tails off into the station, and after a moment, he 
looks to see Butch headed back toward Mae, and realizes how 
Butch took his ‘fuck her’ remark.

ALAMO
Shit!
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INT. KINKO’S - DAY

Lawrence enters and goes directly to the fax pick-up.

LAWRENCE
You have a fax, two actually for 
Elle Baldeau? Senior.

The clerk checks, picks up the two faxes and gives them to 
Lawrence.

Big smiles as he looks them over...

INT. LAWRENCE’S CAR - DAY

He hops in, hits the stereo and is off.

‘Middle of the Road’, by the Pretenders cranks up.

MUSIC/LYRICS
“Middle of the road...

EXT. ROAD - AFTERNOON

Mae running down the middle of the road, then stops, turns 
back, heading back with a new intent.

She swings, a large body drops in front of her, then down she 
goes for the kill,

MUSIC/LYRICS
It’s gonna find you/ I’m standing 
in the middle of life with my past 
behind me...

Her FISTS are KNOCKING someone around pretty severe!!

INT. LAWRENCE’S CAR (moving) - day

Lawrence flies down the road, blowing past the La Grange city 
limits.

EXT. ROAD - AFTERNOON

A car pulls up to Mae, and Alamo hops out, gas can in hand.

He’s immediately approached by Mae.

MUSIC/LYRICS
...as long as you don’t try 
bringing me down or dropping a bomb 
on my street/now come on baby...

MAE
Gas? You ran out of gas?!
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ALAMO
That turned out to be the case.

Alamo looks and sees Butch’s truck on the side of the road

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Butch came back?

Alamo continues on, putting the gas in the car.

MUSIC/LYRICS
“get in the road/ yeah yeah in the 
middle of the road/ yeah!!!...

MAE
For a moment.

ALAMO
Where is he?

Alamo walks to his door, and stops when he sees, a BLOODY AND 
BEATEN Butch in the ditch.

He looks to Mae.

MAE
He came back for...as he said, a 
little sweet pussy.

ALAMO
He get it?

CAR FLIES BY,

It’s Lawrence, not looking at Mae or Alamo.

MUSIC/LYRICS
“in the middle of the road...

The sound fades as Lawrence disappears over the next hill, 
NOT NOTICED by Alamo or Mae.

ALAMO’S CAR
Alamo digs through his brown bag 
for the sodas he bought and hands 
one to Mae.

MAE
So, exactly how do you know, or do 
you know where to find this guy?

INT. LA GRANGE BAR

ALAMO FLASHES BACK TO,

The Bartender from before...
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BARTENDER
He said he was cancelling because 
he had a better gig in Pueblo...

INT. ALAMO’S CAR(MOVING) - DAY

ALAMO
Pueblo. Pueblo, Mexico.

MAE
That’s your hunch?

ALAMO
Yep.

MAE
Yep.

Alamo is distracted by Mae going through his glove 
compartment.

ALAMO
What are you doing?

MAE
Looking for a map.

ALAMO
I know where Pueblo is.

Mae takes out a map, and a stack of un-cashed checks strewn 
out with the map.

MAE
I don’t.

She pushes most of the checks back in to unfold the map.

It’s a map of Texas, and off in a little very unpopulated 
spot is a red circle on the map, with ‘ THE GOLE’, written 
above it.

MAE (CONT’D)
What’s...g-olay?

ALAMO
Goal. My goal, just, just put that 
back.

She looks over the map, seeing the little lake circled and 
it’s whereabouts,

MAE
Oh, your...GOAL.(getting The 
pronunciation just right). Your 
goal, goal, I see.
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Alamo takes her sarcasm as being towards his having a goal, 
not to the misspelling of ‘goal’, and promptly takes the map, 
shoving back in the glove compartment. This makes more of the 
checks fall out again, and Mae now SEES,

MAE (CONT’D)
These are un-cashed checks.
You somehow don’t seem rich enough 
to not cash checks.
(realizing)
Not that these would exactly make 
you rich. How much do you earn on 
these  cases?

ALAMO
I get half of it up front. In cash!

MAE
Oh, ’not much’. How come you don’t 
put these in the bank,

(looking through the 
stack)

You know some of these aren’t even 
cashable anymore. You waited too 
long.

ALAMO
That the case?

MAE
You know there is a time limit on 
these checks.

ALAMO
Do now.

MAE
‘Alamo’, that’s  it, all these 
checks are just made out to 
‘Alamo’. What’s your real name?

ALAMO
Alamo.

MAE
Alamo’s not a nickname, as in 
‘Remember the Alamo’? I keep 
thinking there’ll be something 
rememberable about you.

Mae sees Alamo is not following along very well.

MAE (CONT’D)
‘Remember the Alamo’...you know 
James Bowie.
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ALAMO
I don’t listen to that kinda music.

MAE
You do know the saying ‘Remember 
the Alamo’...

ALAMO
Yeah...people say that to me all 
the time.

MAE
Be-cause...people say it to you all 
the time...uh-huh.

She realizes he has no idea of the historical reference of 
his name.

MAE (CONT’D)
You know, you were in San Antonio a 
day ago...nevermind.

Still looking through the checks.

MAE (CONT’D)
(re: checks)

Okay, so these are still good, 
don’t you have an account 
somewhere, I mean now-a-days banks 
have branches all over the place.

Alamo grabs the checks and puts them back in the glove 
compartment, closing it with a slam.

ALAMO
You’re snoopin’.

MAE
That’s what I do, remember?

Mae looks him over for a second.

MAE (CONT’D)
Do you...do you know how to open a 
bank account?

No answer.

MAE (CONT’D)
(sensing a sore area)

It’s really very simple, you know. 
You just go in, give them the 
checks, fill out a couple of forms, 
they ask you a couple of security 
questions, things you already know. 
Not test stuff, you can’t fail. 
Trust me, I know banks.
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Alamo pulls off the highway.

MAE (CONT’D)
Where you going?

ALAMO
Hungry.

INT. GAS STATION - AFTERNOON

Lawrence holds up a picture of El Baldo to the CLERK.

LAWRENCE
Recognize this guy?

CLERK
No.

LAWRENCE
Because I’m looking for this guy 
he’s a skip, a bail jumper. I was 
teaching at this school for Bounty 
Hunter’s and...

EXT. GAS STATION - AFTERNOON

DIFFERENT GAS STATION

Mae exits with snacks in hand, just for her. Alamo finishes 
topping off the tanks.

MAE
Thought you were hungry.

ALAMO
For silence.

MAE
(with attitude)

Oh, well...you’re not getting any 
of mine.

As she gets in the car.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

A picture of El Baldo is on the table, and a waitress stands 
by as Lawrence drones on.

LAWRENCE
So, Even though I swore I’d never 
track a skip in Mexico, because 
it’s dangerous. Dangerous that is 
for bounty hunters because you can 
actually be arrested for kidnapping 
for apprehending a skip. They have 
no extradition laws. 
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Anyway, his credit card said he ate 
here, and I was just wondering if 
you’d seen him.

The WAITRESS is completely awed by the total tonnage of 
information from Lawrence’s mouth that she could care less 
about, that she is actually frozen in amazement.

She shakes her head to clear her thoughts...looks at the 
picture, closer, closer...

WAITRESS
No.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Streets of LAREDO...Alamo drives through on his way to the 
border crossing. Big signs...MEXICO-BORDER 2-MILES.

INT. BAR - MEXICO

El Baldo is on a very small stage, singing, a rappish-edgy, 
almost female angst ridden song of his.

The crowd of young women go crazy, as El Baldo knocks out his 
original, ‘My Apartment’, with high energy, and high 
volume...

MUSIC/LYRICS
“You can’t stay at my 
apartment/this weekend/ ah, na, na, 
na, na,/ no you can’t stay/ you 
can’t stay...

EXT. BORDER CROSSING - NIGHT

MONTERREY, MEXICO
Alamo and Mae drive into Mexico 
with Mae sound asleep.

INT. BAR - MEXICO - NIGHT

El Baldo is pounding it out, sweat dripping, shirt ripping, 
foot stompin’, girls grabbing...this motherfucker is bringing 
it home!!

MUSIC/LYRICS
“I’ve heard enough of your 
conspiracy theories/ smoking’y
marijuana/ no you can’t/no you 
can’t/...

EXT. HOUSE - RED LIGHT DISTRICT

Alamo’s car sits in the street, as stragglers go from bar to 
bar, and brothel to brothel passing Mae sleeping in the front 
seat.
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INT. BROTHEL - NIGHT

Alamo waits in the lobby as four Mexican Hookers parade 
through for him to choose.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

SOMEWHERE IN MEXICO

Laurence enters, goes to the bar.

LAWRENCE
Coffee, uh, cafe’.

BARTENDER
Si.

Lawrence is poured his coffee, as he checks out the place. 
Very quite bar, a few hombres.

He pulls out his El Baldo picture and lays it on the bar.

LAWRENCE
Senor. Have you seen this guy? I 
know he was in this town, days ago, 
and was wondering if by chance 
you’d seen him. He obviously stands 
out, anyway, he’s a skip, a bail 
jumper, and well, you see my wife 
said...

INT. BROTHEL - BACK ROOM - NIGHT

Alamo paces the room looking FOR, and FINDING, where to put 
the Hooker. He sits her in a chair, and she immediately 
starts to undress.

ALAMO
No, no senorita.

He stops her progress.

ALAMO (CONT) (CONT’D)
Just listen, you know. Okay, here’s 
the deal, see, I think there is 
more to this than what’s on the 
surface. See, writer or not, and I 
really don’t think she’s all that 
good, but I think there’s 
something, like maybe an 
attraction. But, I think she thinks 
that maybe, well, I’m stupid or 
something, which I’m not. You see? 
What do you think?
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The Hooker doesn’t understand a word. She nods, smiles, then 
again starts to undress, this time obviously less sure of her 
role here.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
No, hey, I just need  a little 
advice here, you know. How, uh, I 
know she’s along for me and I like 
her and all, I just want a chance 
here. I don’t want her thinking I’m 
stupid just cause I ain’t done much 
schoolin’.

Alamo looks for a response, none, just more smiling and 
nodding.

ALAMO (CONT'D)
Fuck it right? Just let things be, 
and see. I’m jumpin’ hoops that 
ain’t even there right?

INT. BAR - NIGHT

RESUME Lawrence at the bar.

LAWRENCE
...see, it’s my job to bring him in 
to face charges or the bondsman 
looses his money.

BARTENDER
No speaked de’ Engles.

LAWRENCE
Right. Thank you.

The Bartender walks to the other end of the bar, passing an 
American at the end.

BARTENDER
(perfect English)

Fucking blow hard.

EXT. BROTHEL - NIGHT

Alamo starts the car, Mae rustles, he holds for a second, as 
she gets comfy again, still asleep.

Then drives away...

EXT. HOTEL - NIGHT

El Baldo walks to his room, with two beautiful girls.

EL BALDO
So, really, really I was good?
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GIRL
So good.

GIRL 2
Electrifying.

EL BALDO
Yeah I can be that way. Hey, I got 
lots of stuff in my room, lots...

INT. EL BALDO’S ROOM - NIGHT

EL BALDO
...Like...

Holds up a bottle of tequila.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Tequila, Uppers, speed, ‘x’,

(holding each up)
rum, bourbon, pot...chronic.

El Baldo is buck naked as the two girls sit agape at the edge 
of the bed, looking only at his crotch, ignoring everything 
he’s holding up.

He notices what they’re noticing, that El Baldo’s HUNG like a 
HORSE.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Oh, yeah...I got that too. Really, 
though, you girls liked my stuff, 
my music?

GIRL
Uh-huh.

GIRL 2
You bet.

EL BALDO
Me too. Yeah.

He slams a shot of tequila and chases it with one of the many 
pills displayed on the dresser.  Then starts for the bed.

INT. ALAMO’S CAR(MOVING) - NIGHT

Mae starts to wake.

MAE
Where are we?

ALAMO
Mexico.
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MAE
No shit? Which part?

LEAVING...MONTERREY, MEXICO

EXT. ANOTHER BAR - NIGHT

Lawrence exits checking off a list.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Alamo’s car blows by...

ALAMO
I want to be straight with ya’, 
cause I know there’s something 
going on and...

MAE
Goin’ on?

ALAMO
Yeah, I ain’t, am not, 
aren’t...those checks are in there 
cause money don’t mean anything to 
me. See, I’m a free spirit. They’re 
not cause banks scare me, or ‘cause 
I don’t know how to open up an 
account. I just don’t want you 
thinking...you know.

MAE
Hey, cash ‘em, don’t cash ‘em, all 
I care about is finding El Baldo.

Driving silence...

MAE (CONT’D)
But, if that was my money I would 
be fucking furious that you let 
some of those checks lapse. That’s 
money, your money, you earned it 
and there is no excuse for that 
lazy, lame ass, ‘free-sprit’
whatever you call it bullshit that 
you don’t take care of things like 
that...

Alamo VEERS hard off the road, throwing Mae off balance, side-
winding the car onto a dirt road.

MAE (CONT’D)
Where the hell are you going?

ALAMO
Getting some info.
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EXT. EL GAUCHO BAR - NIGHT

Above the bar sits a row of motel rooms and in the window, 
beneath a flickering neon light sits Lawrence.

INT.  EL GAUCHO BAR - NIGHT

Bartender passes by...

LAWRENCE
(to Bartender)

Senor, Senor? Have you seen this 
man?

Showing El Baldo’s picture. The Bartender first looks over 
Lawrence, trying to figure out his deal. Then, looks over the 
picture very well.

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
See, He’s an old friend of mine, 
and I heard he was in the area. 
Actually we went to school 
together, both to be architects, 
but he dropped out, and I was down 
here working on this building, a 
restaurant, and...

BARTENDER
No, no senor, I’ve no seen him.

Bartender slides away
(under his breath)

Stupid fucking bounty hunter.

EXT. EL GAUCHO BAR - NIGHT

Lawrence swigs his drink then gets the attention of a guy 
down the bar, showing him the El Baldo picture. The man 
shakes his head NO,

DRIFTING UP to,

The motel rooms above the bar,

INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

El Baldo and his girls are all naked, rowdy and really 
stoned, as they play

CHARADES...one of the girls is up for her turn.

Girl 1, signals ‘three’...

GIRL 2
Three letters.
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El Baldo touches Girl 1’s nose...then her lips, then tackles 
her on the bed, and they are at it again.

GIRL 2 (CONT’D)
Fuck it!

She gives up her turn at charades to dive into the action on 
the bed!

EXT. MOTEL - NIGHT

Through the window, El Baldo and his girls are getting at it.

JUST BELOW - Through the window, Lawrence looks out, then 
finishes his drink, pays and leaves as,

HOPPY approaches the bar, making sure Lawrence has left. He 
is bearded, with dark sunglasses at night, and is no small 
man...an easy three hundred pounds.

HOPPY
Fucking Bounty Hunter?

BARTENDER
Si.

HOPPY
Who’s he looking for?

BARTENDER
El Baldo.

HOPPY
Glad it ain’t me. You call your 
friends, right?

BARTENDER
El Baldo has no paid, so I have no 
called my friends.

HOPPY
El fucking Baldo hasn’t paid?

BARTENDER
No, he no pay.

Hoppy lays out a chunk of money on the bar, that the 
Bartender pockets with a smile.

HOPPY
Tell El Baldo he fuckin’ owes me. I 
don’t need these fucking bounty 
hunters around here neither. Now 
call your friends.
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INT. LAWRENCE'S CAR - NIGHT

Parked in front of another bar,

Lawrence pulls out his file on El Baldo and starts to go 
through it. Checking off various numbers and places he has on 
a list. He looks over phone and credit card records.

EXT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Alamo knocks on the door, over and over and over...Mae stays 
in the car.

Finally an older man, MIGUEL, in his undershirt and underwear 
answers the door. His bed hair actually pokes out the door 
first, then him, then a lot of crying from more than one baby 
in the house.

All the lights come on, one by one, and the crying increases.

MIGUEL
Alamo, it’s the middle of the 
night.

ALAMO
I need your help. You want a beer?

Miguel looks over his shoulder at the riot going on in his 
house.

MIGUEL
You bet.

He grabs some pants of a nearby chair and exits the house, 
noticing Mae in the car.

MIGUEL (CONT’D)
Who’s the senorita?

ALAMO
Some chick.

MIGUEL
Hey...

Miguel gives him the ‘you fucking her’ sign?

ALAMO
Oh Yeah. Hey, she’s smart too, a 
writer.

MIGUEL
Good, Alamo.

CAR
Miguel opens the door.
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ALAMO
(introducing them)

Yeah uh, Mae, Miguel.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Alamo and Miguel sit at a table, Mae at another. Mae 
continues to look over, trying to get a piece of what’s being 
said, as Alamo  makes a conscious effort to hide what he’s 
saying.

MAE
(yelling at Alamo)

You know, it might be good for my 
story you know!!

ALAMO
It’s privy Bounty Hunter shit. Shut 
up!

Alamo in hush tones...

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(leaning in to Miguel)

So, when you met your wife, how did 
you know?

MIGUEL
You want marriage advice Alamo, at 
four o’clock in the morning?

ALAMO
No, not marriage. I’m just 
wondering, cause I think this one 
is really into me, you know. 
Listen, she says she’s a writer, 
but I never see her write nothing.

MAE
(yelling from her table)

I can just leave you out of the 
story you know.

ALAMO
See, threats like that. That’s wife 
type shit, right? I mean, do they 
start that shit before you’re 
married? Is that how you know which 
is the one?

MIGUEL
Start what, Alamo?

ALAMO
The nagging.
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MIGUEL
Nagging? Alamo, I don’t know shit 
about this. My old lady got 
pregnant, so I married her. Then 
she got pregnant again, and again 
and again...’pregnant’ I know. 
Love?

ALAMO
Shit, this is complicated stuff.

MIGUEL
Could you take me home?

ALAMO
Sure, but one more thing. You know 
of the El Gaucho, I think it’s a 
bar?

MIGUEL
El Gaucho?

Mae jumps up from her table and comes over.

MAE
I’m not sitting over there anymore!

She slams her drink on the table defiantly, and takes a seat. 
She looks them both down, hard as though to say she’s not 
going anywhere.

MAE (CONT’D)
What do you have to say?

Alamo gives Miguel, the ‘go-ahead’ look,

MIGUEL
I know something of this bar, but 
seems there is something fishy 
about it.

ALAMO
Fishy? Fishy how? Bad characters 
around it.

MIGUEL
Different fishy.

ALAMO
Where is it?

MIGUEL
Outside of town, dirt road.. 
.Alamo, it’s good seeing you, but I 
should get back. I don’t want to, 
but...
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EXT. MIGUEL’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Miguel exits the car,

MIGUEL
I have to...You be careful, things 
ain’t the same down here for you 
guys. I hear things. How much you 
getting?

ALAMO
About three grand, plus...

Miguel SEES his wife standing at the door with kids draped 
all over her and a mean scowl across her face.

MIGUEL
Oh shit. I think it’s safer for you 
guys down here, than it is for me.

ALAMO
Good luck Miguel.

MIGUEL
Alamo, I’ll give you three grand to 
go in there for me.

ALAMO
No thanks.

Alamo pulls away.

MAE
Where to?

ALAMO
I’m not sure.

MAE
Pull over.

ALAMO
Why?

MAE
Pull over!!!!

She grabs the wheel, forcing the issue, so Alamo doesn’t 
fight it.

SIDE OF THE ROAD

MAE (CONT’D)
Get out!

ALAMO
It’s my car.
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WHAM!! Mae punches him right in the jaw. Alamo bails out of 
the car, checking his jaw, as Mae exits the other side.

Alamo is hurt, but amazed, even pleasantly so at her ability 
to punch.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Wow! What the fuck is that all 
about?

MAE
I hate to be excluded! I have time 
constraints too, and I don’t need 
to be ushered off to another 
table!! I have a deadline, which 
you wouldn’t understand cause you 
don’t write. Can’t write...can’t 
cash a fucking check.

ALAMO
Oh, that ain’t right.

Alamo still keeps his cool as she storms on him.

MAE
Now, we are going to this El Gaucho 
and I’m not going to any other 
table...

She starts to pound on him,

MAE (CONT’D)
...while you do business.

ONE SHOT!! And Mae hits the turf. Alamo packs quite a punch 
too.

ALAMO
Okay!! Maybe this can work...

Starting back for the car, moving his jaw around feeling for 
the pain.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(to himself)

...married life...shit, this is 
probably it.

INT. EL GAUCHO - MORNING

El Baldo sits at a table eating with his two groupies from 
the night before, when Hoppy enters.

HOPPY
El Baldo.
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EL BALDO
Hey, how are ya’. Do I know you?

HOPPY
God damn it! Why do you ask me that 
every time?  I just thought you 
should know, there was a bounty 
hunter in here last night. For you. 
You should get out before you 
attract too much attention for all 
of us.

EL BALDO
But, I like this place. I paid to 
stay.

HOPPY
I paid your fucking tab, so...

Hoppy gestures for some money from El Baldo.

EL BALDO
I didn’t owe any money.

HOPPY
Don’t get smart with me!

Hoppy bows up at El Baldo, who he easily outweighs by about a 
hundred pounds.

EL BALDO
Oh, you want a piece of me don’t 
you? Cool, yeah, I know you do. 
Okay.

El Baldo shows no fear, but no anger either, he’s more 
intrigued by the idea of a fight, and oblivious to the size 
differential.

BARTENDER
El Baldo! Come here.

EL BALDO
(to Hoppy)

I’ll be back, then we can get it 
on. It’ll be fun.

El Baldo goes to the bar.

HOPPY
(to the girls)

Your friend’s a freak.

BAR

Bartender leans over.
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BARTENDER
What’s the matter with you? You 
were amigos with this guy two 
nights ago, now you’re going to 
make him kick your ass? El Baldo, 
he paid your tab, you know...

(wink wink)
...your ‘tab’.

EL BALDO
But I paid for my drinks.

BARTENDER
Your protection money you fucking 
idiot. How many times we have to go 
through the same thing?! You leave, 
then come back...you pay,

(cutting El Baldo off)
No ‘carry-overs’ Now, you owe him.

EL BALDO
Oh, right, right.

El Baldo goes back to his table where Hoppy is nibbling on 
one of the girls ears.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
I owe you, I’m sorry.

El Baldo lays out his money on the table, but Hoppy’s got 
other things on his mind, and hands, like the girls tits.

Without batting an eye, El Baldo cracks a bottle over Hoppy’s 
head, who rolls out on the floor.

El Baldo does a ‘Tasmanian Devil’ on Hoppy. His arms and legs 
are flying around so much it’s hard to see what’s what, 
except that Hoppy is taking an awful beating.

Then as fast as it started, it’s over, and El Baldo sits back 
down at the table finishing his breakfast. The girls are a 
bit horrified, but impressed, again, by El Baldo!

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
You want the rest of your eggs?

Moans and groans follow Hoppy to his feet. He backs away from 
the table, licking his wounds.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
You forgot your money. And again, I 
didn’t know I owed you or I 
wouldn’t have talked to you that 
way, I’m sorry.

Hoppy takes the money and gets outta there.
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El Baldo woofs down every single egg on the table then 
grandly rises to his feet.

GIRL
We going to your room?

EL BALDO
Not now, ladies...the El Baldo’s 
got work to do.

Elvis Prestley’s ‘PROMISED LAND’ must be ringing in El 
Baldo’s ear ‘cause he’s moving to it, and WE’RE HEARING it.

EXT. BANK - DAY

The familiar SOMBRERO sits across the street. El Baldo peers 
out from under it and behind a very large burrito to keep an 
eye on his bank and the HEAVILY BEARDED GUYS who enter 
carrying brown paper bags.

THEN, after a moment they all exit and resume their jobs at 
the crappy little businesses around the bank; Laundry Mat, 
Liquor store, etc.

El Baldo still grooves to the music, Promised Land’, that 
seeps quietly from his mouth,

INT. EL GAUCHO - DAY

El Baldo’s empty egg plates are moved to another table by,

ALAMO and MAE

Mae is visibly edgy...it’s hard for her to even sit, so Alamo 
helps her into her chair.

ALAMO
(struggles to get her 
attention)

Listen Mae...Mae, hey, listen, I 
think I know what’s going on here.

This gets her attention!

MAE
What!? What do you mean?

ALAMO
You being a writer and all, coming 
along, I know what’s really going 
down.

She sits, dejected, as Alamo turns in his chair to fully face 
her.
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ALAMO (CONT’D)
Listen, I won’t do anything more 
with this unless...

MAE
Unless?

INT. WESTERN UNION  - DAY

El Baldo is at the counter.

EL BALDO
Nothing? You sure?

The CLERK just keeps shaking his head no.

El Baldo looks to the skies.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Check again, something from MAE, or 
MCGRAW, or MM...

CLERK
Sorry, nothing Senor.

EL BALDO
Damn!

El Baldo’s disappointment fades as Elvis’s ‘Promise Land’ now 
cranks up from a nearby car...El Baldo’s ears pick up the 
tune, and his feet soon follow, as he starts to dance right 
out the front of the store, unable to contain himself.

MUSIC/LYRICS
...should just gone and bought me a 
silk suit, put luggage in my hand. 
I was flying high over Albuquerque, 
on a jet to the promised land. 
Working on a t-bone steak...

EL GAUCHO

ALAMO and MAE

ALAMO
All of this is exciting, and you 
get wrapped up, but you need to be 
cool. It can be dangerous, and I 
don’t want you hurt...

MAE stares in disbelief at where he is heading and that he is 
so unaware that one of his nuts is hanging from a hole in his 
jeans.
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ALAMO (CONT’D)
...when I’m done, we’re back, 
safely, then we can see how you 
feel, away from all this, and if 
there is something there, then hey, 
we can give it a go.

MAE
Listen, you got me, there is 
something between us...

(looking at his nut)
...something undeniable, that just 
looks you right in the eye, you 
know. But, you do have to stay 
focused here, and we can’t let some 
little ball of something pop up, 
getting in the way of you getting 
this, this...nut.

ALAMO
I’ll get him.

EXT. WESTERN UNION - DAY

...Baldo is still dancing to the music!!

The PERSON who’s car it is where the music comes from, so 
enjoys the show that he turns it up, loud. El Baldo is quite 
the entertaining dancer, and he is turning it loose, singing 
along with Elvis.

EL BALDO
(singing!)

...when the pilot told us in 
thirteen minutes he’d be landing at 
the pearly gate...

A small crowd has gathered, and one PRETTY GIRL recognizes...

PRETTY GIRL
’El Baldo’...

EL BALDO
(singing!)

Swing low chariot/ come down easy 
and take me to the terminal zone/ 
Cut your engines, cool your wings, 
and let me make it to the 
telephone...

INT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

ALAMO
I know he’s been here. Good odds 
he’ll return, but...
(looking around, sly-like)
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...could be in a disguise, who 
knows,

El Baldo comes bursting through the door, still singing, and 
dancing, like he’s center stage, Madison Square Garden!

Dancing right up to,

THE BAR

Where he reaches around, grabs the phone, and acts like he’s 
calling,

EL BALDO
(singing into the phone)

Los Angeles give me Norfolk 
Virginia 944-1009/ The folks back 
home said the poor boy’s calling 
and the promised land’s on the 
line...

SLAM! The phone is yanked from his hand, and slammed down by 
the very pissed off Bartender bringing the music and El Baldo 
to a screeching halt!

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Beer!

TABLE

MAE
(very dry)

Uh...there he is?

ALAMO
Okay, be cool.

MAE
That little fucking snake in the 
grass, bald cocksucking, scum of 
the shit hole from which all shit 
is made eating and barfed out...We 
should get him outside, and kick 
the crap outta him!

ALAMO
You sure have a lot of feelings 
there.

MAE
(covering)

For El Baldo, no, just, you know, 
psyching you up. Go get him, get 
him. Go.

Alamo ‘what the fuck’s with you’ look,
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ALAMO
Yeah...

AS, he goes to the bar next to El Baldo,

BAR

Before Alamo can speak, a very drunk Hoppy staggers in 
between them.

HOPPY
(drunk)

I lost my key.

AS the Bartender retrieves him another key, Hoppy pulls out 
his johnson and starts pissing right at the bar, splattering 
on Alamo.

KEY IN HAND, Hoppy staggers to the back of the bar, still 
pissing as he walks.

Alamo starts towards Hoppy, seeking revenge for the piss on 
his pants,

EL BALDO
No, don’t. You wait. Yeah wait til 
he’s sober.

ALAMO
I don’t wait.

El Baldo’s got his head down doing his slurping thing, not 
really looking at Alamo, nor seeing Mae back in the shadows.

EL BALDO
No, do...he don’t feel anything 
when he’s drunk, kicking his ass is 
no fun. Let him sober up in his 
room, then you put a hurtin’ on 
him, trust me.

ALAMO
Trust you.

EL BALDO
Oh, you got the trust issue.

Alamo watches Hoppy stagger out the back, grabbing Mae’s ass 
as he passes. Mae follows him through the door, where a loud 
head-banging against the wall is heard, over and over and 
over...

AT THE BAR

El Baldo slurps down the rest of his beer,as Alamo sits back 
down.
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ALAMO
Two beers.

Alamo digs for money, as the beers arrive.

EL BALDO
(to Bartender)

He’s cool.

BARTENDER
Hundred dollars, senor.

Bartender strolls away...AS El Baldo slams down his beer.

ALAMO
Hundred dollars? Expensive beer, 
huh?

EL BALDO
Yeah, for the beer...
Yeah, that’s funny. You’re one of 
those funny kinda guys, huh? Gets 
chicks, right? They like funny.
(whispering)
Bounty hunter...

El Baldo points behind them,

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(whispering)

Yeah.

Alamo looks back at his table, where Lawrence now sits. He 
obviously recognizes Alamo the moment he turns around.

Alamo turns back to the bar, and El Baldo

ALAMO
How do you know he’s a bounty 
hunter?

EL BALDO
You can smell ‘em.  Two more beers.

Bartender delivers them, noticing what El Baldo gesturing 
over his shoulder to Lawrence. The Bartender holds the beers 
back.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
You have to pay first.

BARTENDER
Pay up, senor.

ALAMO
Thought I’d run a tab.
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BARTENDER
Too risky for me.

ALAMO
Yeah, well I assure you I’m good 
for it.

EL BALDO
That’s a good one, I try that all 
the time.

ALAMO
Yeah, well, I’m probably better for 
my money than you are.

EL BALDO
That’s good, I never tried making 
it a comparative issue.

Slurp, slurp...

ALAMO
You want a straw?

El Baldo picks up the glass with his teeth and finishes it 
off...

EL BALDO
Ahhhh...

BARTENDER
One hundred dollars.

ALAMO
Hundred dollars, right...I have 
that in my car, I’ll be right back.

He goes out the back...

BACK OF BAR

There’s Mae, with Hoppy bent over behind her holding the 
stair rail but not moving.

MAE
You didn’t get him.

ALAMO
No, not safe, something’s not 
right.

MAE
You’re not right. What are you 
waiting on...another gasket!? 
Lawrence is in there, maybe he can 
do his job.
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ALAMO
You know Lawrence?

MAE
Yeah. You know him.

ALAMO
He tossed me out of his class.

MAE
I see why.

She starts into the bar, grabbed by Alamo.

MAE (CONT’D)
Don’t worry about me, Pussy.

ALAMO
How do you know Lawrence?

MAE
(insinuating...)

None of your business.

She goes in.

LAWRENCE’S TABLE
Mae slips into a chair.

BACK OF BAR

Alamo looks at Hoppy, still bent over, holding his nuts, 
then...

HOPPY
Ahhh...

He finally catches his breath and is able to take his hands 
off his nuts and continue up the stairs.

Alamo curiously watches Hoppy go up the steps, then once at 
the top, double back through a DOOR that you would never know 
is there if you didn’t see it actually used.

LAWRENCE’S TABLE

LAWRENCE
Alamo, huh? He still trying to be a 
bounty hunter?  I dropped him from 
one of my classes years ago,

MAE
Why?
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LAWRENCE
Besides being unable to read, he 
also doesn’t listen, doesn’t follow 
any rules, and,

MAE
And he’s a pussy. You’re not afraid 
are you?

LAWRENCE
It’s just my job.

MAE
Good, kick his fucking bald ass...

LAWRENCE
Maybe you should wait outside.

Mae doesn’t like this...

LAWRENCE (CONT’D)
Please. Let me do this, then once 
outside, I’m sure we can throw in a 
little ass whoopin’.

Lawrence takes a seat at the bar next to El Baldo.

EL BALDO
Hey.

LAWRENCE
Hey...

BACK OF BAR, TOP OF THE STAIRS...

Alamo proceeds to the door,

He disappears through the door, that leads into a dark 
hallway.

He looks down the hallway seeing other doors, and opens the 
first one.

INSIDE

Three hundred pounds of GAY MASS, wearing bondage gear and 
drinking vodka, stares back at Alamo.

GAY MASS
Hi there.

ALAMO
Hey...

Hoppy enters from the bedroom, all ready half naked himself, 
and Alamo quickly puts two and two together....soon, opting 
to leave.
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Alamo walks down to another room, jimmying this door open, 
SEEING...

A SCRUFFY DUDE getting a blow job who raises his gun to 
Alamo, as the girl takes a break to see who it is.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Sorry, wrong room.

Alamo backs out as she goes back to work.

NEXT DOOR he jimmies open brings a large SMILE TO HIS FACE!

BACK AT THE BAR

Lawrence and El Baldo.

LAWRENCE
So, you see why it’s best for you 
to just come along, peaceful-like.

EL BALDO
Yes, yes, I do. Thank you.

Lawrence starts to escort El Baldo from the bar, and El Baldo 
seems to be going along, not putting up any struggle what-so-
ever.

OUTSIDE

Lawrence escorts El Baldo towards his car, giving Mae the 
signal to join them, AS she MOVES towards them, El Baldo 
suddenly goes ballistic!!

EL BALDO
Help! Help! He’s taking me.

He struggles frantically to get loose...

LAWRENCE
Now, I thought we had a deal...

Lawrence tightens his hold on El Baldo’s arms..

EL BALDO
He’s kidnapping me!

POLICIA fly from the shadows and are on Lawrence immediately!

Four Policia GRAB Lawrence and yank him off El Baldo.

El Baldo crawls away as Lawrence is now wrestled to the 
ground.

El Baldo easily frees himself from the cuffs, and watches the 
SEVERE beating of Lawrence,
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EL BALDO (CONT’D)
That’s worth two-hundred dollars...

His smiles turn to ‘wows’ as he turns to see, Mae!

Lawrence continues getting POUNDED by the Policia in the back 
ground,

LAWRENCE
Let me go! I’m  a recovery officer 
of the United States!!

FEDERALE
You’re being arrested for 
kidnapping, senor.

LAWRENCE
Let me go, I know my rights.

FEDERALE
I suggest you stop resisting, 
senor.

Mae starts for El Baldo as Lawrence takes shot after shot.

EL BALDO
Hey, Mae, ‘bout time. Hey, did you 
see...

WHAM! She punches him right in the jaw.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Wow! Oh, I missed you.

MAE
You missed me? You ran out on my 
bail money you little fuck and for 
what.

WHAM! WHAM! She pounds him worse than Lawrence is getting it.

EL BALDO
For us, I ran for us.

WHAM! She hits him hard! But he laughs as though it 
tickles...El Baldo has an odd enjoyment for pain.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(laughing)

Stop! Stop! I found us a bank.

MAE
Us huh?

Lawrence’s beating subsides as he is tossed into the back of 
a Policia car, and they all turn to see the shots Mae is 
dishing out.
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POLICIA
Maybe she’d like to be a policia...

EL BALDO
Yeah, I thought you knew.

MAE
How would I fuckin know!?

EL BALDO
I sent a telegram...

Pulling it from his pocket.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Look, look...

She stops beating him long enough to read...blah, blah blah, 
as Lawrence is driven away.

MAE
So, you did...Oh Elle, I’m sorry 
for kickin’ your ass and all...

EL BALDO
It’s okay.

MAE
No! It’s not okay! It’s not okay 
to...

He stands, starts kissing on her neck which drops her right 
to her knees, then he lays her down, in the dirt...

MAE (CONT’D)
...it’s just that, how could I 
trust you and all. I thought you 
were abandoning me, and...

EL BALDO
There’s that trust issue...

Kissing has progressed and they are full blown going at it 
right there in the parking lot!

Hard to tell who’s fucking who!

INSIDE ANOTHER ROOM

Alamo turns over the room, then sees a radio! He turns it on 
to mute the sounds of what he’s, which is now tearing up the 
room ,

MUSIC/LYRICS (RADIO)
“I’m the smarter one/ I’m the 
smarter one...
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Alamo now recognizes it's El Baldo he’s hearing on the radio 
and shakes his head.

He sees a wall of pictures of bald headed men under the 
heading,’People I love’,

Then, on the other wall, men with lots of healthy hair, under 
the title, ‘People I hate’.

MUSIC/LYRICS (CONT’D)
..I’m the smarter one...

The door starts to open, THEN. Alamo sticks his gun out into 
the hallway right into the nose of El Baldo!

ALAMO
El Baldo...hi you doin’?

EL BALDO
I’m good, how you doin'?

HALLWAY

Mae FREEZES SEEING a gun extend from the room to El Baldo’s 
nose.

She slips back down the hallway as El Baldo is YANKED into 
the room...

Alamo takes a look into the hallway to see if anyone is with 
El Baldo, just missing Mae ducking back into the stairwell.

INSIDE THE ROOM

Alamo closes the door behind him.

MUSIC/LYRICS
...I’m the smarter one...

ALAMO
You yell, and I guess I go to jail 
for kidnapping, right?

El Baldo smiles,

EL BALDO
‘You got it’...

ALAMO
I just as soon go in for murder. 
You got that?

EL BALDO
I got it. How’d you know this was 
my room?
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WE SEE, ‘GUYS I HATE” on one wall, again with pictures of 
guys with hair, and ‘GUYS I LIKE’ on another wall, with 
pictures of bald guys.

ALAMO
Just a hunch.

Alamo HANDCUFFS El Baldo to a chair.

EL BALDO
You’re a bounty hunter?

ALAMO
Yep. You’re a singer?

EL BALDO
Rapper.

RADIO DJ
And that is just a sample from our 
upcoming three hour tribute to El 
Baldo.

Gesturing to the radio...

ALAMO
Very impressive.

EL BALDO
I’m big down here.

ALAMO
I can gag ya’ or just shoot ya if 
ya yell. Up to you?

EL BALDO
I’m a good whisperer. Yeah.

Alamo looks at El Baldo’s beaten face.

ALAMO
You got worked pretty good, tough 
guy. A hundred dollars? For 
protection, right?

EL BALDO
Right. You figured that out?

ALAMO
I did.

EL BALDO
Your friend didn’t.

ALAMO
He’s no friend.
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EL BALDO
Then you should be happy.
I got to pee.

Alamo looks around, grabs a pitcher and sets it at El Baldo’s 
feet. Then he undoes El Baldo’s cuffs on his hands, but 
leaves El Baldo’s feet cuffed to the chair.

El Baldo stands, undoes his pants and pees in the pitcher.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
So, you’re right about this place. 
It is a set up of sorts. Hey, how 
long till you got to have me back?
Alamo
Shut up.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
How much you getting for me. Five, 
six...Ten thousand!

ALAMO
You ain’t worth that much, but 
you’re worth something, so I do got 
to get you back, anyone comes after 
me, like your Policia, and you die.

Alamo watches as El Baldo shakes off the end of his pee.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
How many times you gonna shake that 
thing?

EL BALDO
(Really asking)

Is this too much?

ALAMO
Looks like you’re trying to kill 
it.

EL BALDO
How much do you shake it?

ALAMO
Shut up.

EL BALDO
How you going to get me outta here?

(whispers)
I hear it’s not safe.

STAIRWELL

Mae runs down, then thinks a moment and runs back up, 
stopping at the top, still hasn’t got this figured out yet.
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ROOM

ALAMO
You don’t think I can do it.

EL BALDO
They got your friend.

ALAMO
And I got you.

Alamo checks out the room, no windows...one door. El Baldo 
works his way over, sliding the chair, to his table of 
goodies. Picks up a whiskey bottle with his teeth, drinks.

EL BALDO
For now. But, how to get me outta 
here without taking a visit to see 
your friend.

ALAMO
He ain’t my friend.

The whiskey is about gone...

EL BALDO
See, now you’re seeing that a 
hundred dollars is not too much for 
a drink.

El Baldo, reloads on what little cocaine he can get snorted 
with his hands cuffed to a chair.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
You’re thinking. Thinking is 
good...

El Baldo starts to sing, a bit of a rap, an El Baldo original 
that has started up on the radio.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(singing)

No you can’t stay at my apartment/ 
this weekend, a na-na-na-na/ no you 
can’t stay at my apartment/ this 
weekend...

Alamo takes off a boot, then his sock as El Baldo sings on. 
He holds up his holey, dirty sock.

LYRICS/EL BALDO
“a na-na-na-na/ no you can’t you 
can’t...

Alamo takes out a knife and cuts off a piece of the drapery 
pull.
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FROM BEHIND, as El Baldo sings away Alamo stuffs the sock 
into El Baldo’s mouth, who doesn’t flinch or struggle, just 
sings on, under the sock. Alamo wraps the drapery pull around 
El Baldo’s head to secure the gag, then steps to the door, 
looking into the hallway.

WHAM! Alamo’s knocked to his knees BY,

MAE
You left me!! In that fucking 
place!!

Alamo assesses the situation and with the calmness that would 
make a cucumber jealous.

ALAMO
You hit me again it’s over, I will 
kick your ass from here to Laredo. 
I ain’t got time to play, got it? 
Stop hitting!

This ‘coolness’ strikes a chord in Mae and she chills...

MAE
Got it.

ALAMO
Boy, you hate being abandoned,or 
something?

MAE
I don’t trust...anybody. Period. 
Enough. What!?

ALAMO
I got El...

MAE
Yeah. Yeah? You got, you did 
got..get...

Both search for the grammatically correct words.

ALAMO
Do have?

Both nod that he’s got it.

ALAMO (CONT'D)
I need you to watch him. I just got 
to figure out how to get El Baldo 
out of here, without the Mexican 
armed forces canning my ass.

MAE
Yeah, you don’t want that. That 
looked bad.
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ALAMO
You go watch him.

Alamo pulls out a WEE LITTLE GUN from a sock holster and 
gives  it to Mae.

MAE
With this? Give me that big one.

MEANING, the ass killer Alamo carries that she has seen.

ALAMO
That one’s big enough, don’t kill 
him, just shoot a toe or something. 
If we have to kill, I’ll do that.
(big grin)
I’m licensed for that kinda thing.

Alamo and Mae enter the room...Alamo smiling, prideful,

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(singing)
I’m the smarter one/ I’m the 
smarter one...

Showing off his catch.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
She’s gonna watch you, don’t do 
anything or she’s gonna shoot off 
little pieces of you.

El Baldo keeps singing through the sock.

ALAMO TAKES OFF...

Mae looks to make sure Alamo is clear before she speaks.

MAE
How’s that gag taste?

El Baldo just sings on...

MAE (CONT’D)
(still going for reaction)

Must be pretty good. You can keep 
it you know?

El Baldo sings on...finally Mae removes the gag. El Baldo 
simply continues on, finishing the last verse of his song.

EL BALDO
(singing)

“uh, yeah-yeah-yeah...

...song over...
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EL BALDO (CONT’D)
I knew that’d be my next hit.

MAE
Great.

Mae checks outside the door for Alamo.

MAE (CONT’D)
Let’s get outta here.

She pulls a pin from her hair and starts on his cuffs, but 
he’s dropped them before she gets close.

EL BALDO
Let’s hit that bank, you mean.

MAE
You’re really not bullshitting me 
on that?

EL BALDO
Trust. We need a car, I bet Hair-
man’s got a nice one...can you 
still (hot wire anything)?

INT. ALAMO’S CAR - NIGHT

Mae hot wires the car.

EL BALDO
Hot wire...

VROOM!!! Alamo's car starts right up!

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Golden.

FRONT OF EL GAUCHO

Alamo walks to the Policia standing at their car.

ALAMO
Cigarette?

POLICIA
Si.

Handing one over...

Alamo searches his pockets for a light, nonchalant pulling 
out a wad of money and letting it be seen.

ALAMO
Light?
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One Policia lights him up, while suspiciously looking at the 
money. Alamo catches his look...

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(re: Money)
Oh, yeah.

He peals off a couple of big bills...

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Listen, there’s this guy...

Alamo leads them to the side of the building...

POLICIA
Senor, we’re Policia. We hope 
you’re not trying to bribe us.

The two chuckle, AS,

ALAMO
I know you’re on the fucking take 
so don’t play stupid Mexican with 
me. SENOR! I paid the Bartender. 
Now I want a little something 
extra, and I’m willing to pay.

WHAM! A Policia rams his billy club between Alamo’s legs and 
into the car he’s leaning on, then gives it just enough LIFT 
to make Alamo uncomfortable, as the other Policia moves in.

POLICIA
Then, know we don’t come so cheap, 
stupid fucking American.

He lets up, and it seems they all understand each other. 
Alamo gathers himself, checking his nuts to make sure both 
are there.

ALAMO
There’s more of you, right?

POLICIA
Si.

Alamo starts to walk around front, Flashing the whole wad, 
signaling for them to follow.

Alamo
Then you’re all gonna get a nice 
bump in pay tonight.

The Policia call in the others from the back of the building.

BACK OF EL GAUCHO

SCREECH!!! Mae and El Baldo pull away, out the other side...
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MAE
Which way?

EL BALDO
I’m a little turned around right 
now.

MAE
Then, unturn.

EL BALDO
Left? South? Which way is South 
from here?

ALAMO AND FRIENDS

ALAMO
How ya’ll doing?

POLICIA
Bien, bien.

EXT. STORE - NIGHT

El Baldo exits with a bag full of supplies and gets in the 
car.

EL BALDO
He still out of the room?

MAE
What am I fucking Casper the ghost. 
I’m here, not there. I don’t know, 
let’s go. You have what you need?

El Baldo looks into his bag and starts pulling out the 
‘supplies’, twinkies, candy bars, etc.

EL BALDO
Fuel.

ALAMO AND FRIENDS

A Policia approaches, seeing Alamo handing out money. They 
all respond as though this is the big cheese, the CAPTAIN.

CAPTAIN POLICIA
(Spanish to approaching Policia)
Who the fuck is this?

ALAMO
(in Spanish)
An amigo that speaks better Spanish 
than you, and has a deal for you. A 
good deal.

Alamo peels off a few nice American bills...
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ALAMO (CONT’D)
(English)
This is what it’s all about, right? 
Then, here’s what I want.

INT. ALAMO’S CAR - NIGHT

Mae pulls to a stop at the top of the street.

MAE
What’s this?

EL BALDO
IT! The bank.

MAE
Where? What the fuck?

That’s it? Looks like shit. This is what you jumped bail for. 
This is what you ran out on me for?

EL BALDO
Didn’t run out, I sent the 
telegram.

They look over the town, the bank.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Trust me.

Mae takes a long moment to look at just how small and run 
down this bank is.

MAE
Fuck.

EL BALDO
Here’s the plan...

ALAMO AND FRIENDS, STILL BACK AT THE EL GAUCHO

ALAMO
See, he’s been undercover for a 
while. Now, what I want is...before 
take him in I want him roughed up, 
and good. I want his ass kicked! I 
want him to feel the pain I did 
when he was banging my woman the 
last time I was in jail.

POLICIA
He banged your woman.

Alamo feigns sadness over this thought.
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ALAMO
My little Juanita...Lopez. So, if 
he tries to take me...

POLICIA
Senor, we’ll take care of him.

EXT. BANK - NIGHT

Mae pulls across the street from the bank and parks in a dark 
spot.

El Baldo starts right for the bank, looking around as not to 
be seen. The streets are empty, but each little store along 
the dimly lit street seems open for business.

Mae starts away, driving slowly down the street. She looks 
into the stores and sees the same thing in every store: One 
BEARDED CLERK, poor lighting, and very little stock.

Mae gets to the end of the block and turns the corner.

El Baldo goes right to the front door of the bank and starts 
to tug at it trying to open it. It’s the middle of the night, 
so of course it’s closed, but El Baldo ignores this, as he 
tugs, tugs, tugs...

UNTIL, he is approached by a man who strolls from the 
darkness of the side of the bank.

MAN
(very sarcastic)

Senor, I think the bank is closed.

The man laughs.

EL BALDO
Closes early, huh?

MAN
No, senor, it’s very late. Maybe 
you should find another bank. 
Tomorrow.

EL BALDO
Maybe, yeah, maybe the side door is 
open.

El Baldo walks around to the side of the building, the man 
follows, pulling a gun from his holster, and taking this very 
serious.

MAN
(keeping a light tone)

No side door, Senor.
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EL BALDO
Yeah, late night banking places 
always have a side door.

SIDE OF THE BUILDING

El Baldo puts this guys lights out! Hard and fast.

El Baldo checks the guys pockets, all of the them.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
No keys...

FRONT OF BANK

El Baldo strolls from the side, then shakes out a leg, as 
though dropping that last spot of pee, before he staggers on, 
seemingly drunk.

He warbles his way past the bank, glancing across to the 
CLERK who looks on from the laundry mat across the street.

INT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT

El Baldo wanders in, bumping into this and that...watched by 
the CASHIER.

CASHIER
Good night, eh Senor?

El Baldo grabs a bottle of tequila and gets himself to the 
register, checking out the window to see who might be 
checking on him.

He sets the bottle on the counter and leans across like he is 
trying to say something, but the alcohol prohibits it. The 
Cashier leans in, and his BALLS ARE immediately SQUEEZED 
TIGHT by El Baldo.

EL BALDO
Keys! To the bank! Now!

The Cashier is cooler than most, seeing as though, he’s a 
guard for the bank, not really the cashier, and he reaches 
under the counter grabs a gun and aims it at El Baldo.

WHO, GRABS the cashiers wrist tweaking it just so, then 
pounding it on the counter loosening the gun. El Baldo 
RELEASES the nuts, GRABS the gun, SWINGS it up into the 
cashier’s chin, sending him to the ground.

ONE LOOK around and El Baldo slides over to the other side of 
the counter, puts the gun well up the cashier’s nose.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Give me the keys, senor!
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The Cashier spits into El Baldo’s face, then is met by...

El Baldo’s HEAD SMASHING his head, sending him back to the 
floor. A RAG is stuffed into the cashiers mouth.  Tape is 
wrapped around the gag, then El Baldo pulls the hands back, 
wrapping them in tape...

EXT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT

Through the window, all looks well...

INT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT

El Baldo has him secured and checks for keys...NOTHING.

He pops up to look out the window, before working his way to 
the front of the counter, POURING TEQUILA on his PANTS just 
before exiting the store.

FRONT OF PANTS WET, tequila bottle in hand, he staggers out 
of the liquor store.

INT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

Alamo bellies up to the bar, lays a hundred dollar bill on 
the bar,

ALAMO
Beer.

The Bartender takes the money, smiling...

BARTENDER
Si.

INT. LAUNDRY MAT - NIGHT

El Baldo staggers in, pants wet, and seemingly drunk. The 
LAUNDRY MAN, a big ugly bearded dude with a change bag around 
his waist covering a gun, takes special notice of El Baldo.

El Baldo looks to the big stain on his pants and staggers 
in...

EL BALDO
(whining)

Ooohh, sorry...sor-ry...sor-r-r-
yyy. Bano?

There is actually a woman in there doing laundry and El Baldo 
makes his way to her pointing to his wet pants...

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(still faking the drunk)

Pee-pee. Pee-pee! Uh, este es muy 
pissola on the pantalones...
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He lets out a big old obnoxious laugh as he crowds her space.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Senorita...rita, rita, you gotte’ 
e’ pesoles, for me to washey my 
pan,pan, britches?

This explosion is too much and she tries to get by him, to 
get out of the place. But, El Baldo continues...

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Give, give me, give me...

Laundry Man approaches, already reaching for his gun. As he 
gets close, El Baldo suddenly spins into Laundry Man, too 
close to point the gun. El Baldo bites the hand that tries to 
kill him.

The gun falls, and the lady runs out...

EXT. LAUNDRY MAT - NIGHT

She runs down the street, watched by Mae from the top of the 
block.

INT. CAR

MAE
Where the fuck is he? He’s fucking 
me...

INT. LAUNDRY MAT

Laundry man is out cold, as another whelp rises on El Baldo’s 
forehead. Rubbing the knot...

EL BALDO
Ouch...

He searches for the keys.

BINGO! Got them.

EXT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

All the Policia are readying themselves at the front of the 
El Gaucho,

INSIDE

Alamo drinks at the bar..

INT. MAE’S CAR

MAE
Fuck him!
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She DRIVES OFF!

EXT. LAUNDRY MAT

El Baldo exits, just missing,

Mae DISAPPEARING AT THE END OF TOWN...

El Baldo walks across to the bank, looks around, keys the 
lock, and slips in...

INT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

Alamo sits at the bar, waiting...waiting for the right 
stoolie, AS,

Hoppy, drunk as drunk can be, gingerly sits at the bar next 
to him.

ALAMO
(to himself)
Perfect.

Alamo looks over Hoppy.

HOPPY
What are you looking at fag!?

ALAMO
Yeah...

INT. BANK - NIGHT

Table here, table there, long counter separating where the 
tellers would be from where the customers would be.

The state of this bank gives it the look that maybe an 
occasional pig farmer deposits twenty bucks into a checking 
account.

El Baldo hops the counter and OPENS up a couple of DRAWERS, 
each having a hundred or so dollares in them if you count the 
pesos and QUICKLY SHUTS THE DRAWERS with the force of a man 
feeling he’s in the wrong place.

He comes to a LARGE SAFE, smiles, before starting to try and 
crack the lock, but as he listens to the tumblers, the door 
just slides open, never having been locked.

AND FOR A REASON, there ain’t shit in the safe!!!

INT. CAR (MOVING) - NIGHT

Mae hits the breaks hard!!
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MAE
Fuck, fuck, fuck...

She pounds the steering wheel in frustration, looking back, 
pondering whether to go back.

MAE (CONT’D)
Fuck him!

She hits the gas, and is GONE, leaving El Baldo and his bank 
vanishing in the rear-view mirror.

INT. BANK - NIGHT

El Baldo stands looking down with a shit eating grin that 
would make the Grinch proud.

INT. LIQUOR STORE

The first guy El Baldo took out, enters, SEES the Clerk Bound 
on the floor.

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Mae blows by, kicking up dust, and kicking up acceleration.

INT. BANK - NIGHT

El Baldo zips the last of two good sized bags and slides out 
the back of the bank.

INT. BANK - NIGHT

The front door erupts, as the ‘Town Guards’(Laundry man, 
Clerk...) explode through, guns drawn. They dart to the back 
of the bank,

WHERE

El Baldo struggles to open the back door.

Bang! Bang! Gun shots ring out all around him as he slips 
through the door.

BACK OF BANK

El Baldo looks around for Mae! Nothing!

He runs down the alley, SEEING, a Town Guard pull up to block 
the end of the street. The Guard jumps out and immediately 
opens fire at El Baldo who reverses his tracks.

INSIDE THE BANK

Guards react to the gun shots.
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OUTSIDE, ALLEY

El Baldo runs, chased by Guards, yelling, and gun shots.

INSIDE THE BANK

A Guards open the door to see El Baldo running for his life.

They explode from the bank to give chase.

HEADLIGHTS fly in from behind the chase.

El Baldo in front, all the rest giving chase, guns firing, 
but running and shootin’ don’t mix.

THE HEADLIGHTS close in, hitting the slowest of the Guards, 
then the next slowest, knocking them off one by one,

WE SEE

It’s MAE CLOSING in on El Baldo running for his life,

Mae pulls up alongside El Baldo.

EL BALDO
Where were you!?

MAE
I thought you were fucking me.

EL BALDO
You got to get over these trust 
issues.

MAE
Get in!

EL BALDO
Yeah, well, I’ve been thinking, 
here...

El Baldo is STILL RUNNING along side the car,

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
That maybe this is something from 
your childhood where you think 
those around you are somehow 
against you.

SHOTS HIT the back of the car.

MAE
Get in, or I’m gone!!
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EL BALDO
See. Still, wanting to run out on 
me.

BANG! Bang! More shots, as Mae speeds up.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Okay, okay...

El Baldo finally tosses the bags into the car, readying 
himself to jump in.

Mae speeds up once she has the money in.

CORNER OF BUILDING

She slows to make the corner, El Baldo struggles to keep up.

MAE
How much is it?

EL BALDO
A lot, come on!!

Mae thinks about speeding away without him.

A SHOT HITS BACK of the car. She slows for El Baldo to jump 
in,

Then, Mae and El Baldo speed AWAY!!!

UNTIL, Mae turns onto the main street and kicks it up a 
couple of notches, only to be met at the end of the street 
by,

THREE MORE GUARDS, she breaks hard, flipping a U-turn.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
So, maybe getting some help...

Then realizing,

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Good move there.

MAE
Thanks.

She blows away, as The Chase IS ON!!

EL BALDO
As I was saying about getting some 
help...I was thinking as I was 
running along side the car there, 
and thanks I do appreciate the 
workout. Do I look thinner. 
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I do don’t I? But, I was thinking, 
that maybe you should see someone 
on that little problem of yours.

HIGHWAY

Mae pops up, not from an entrance ramp, just from the dirt, 
already doing sixty.

Alamo’s car has a lot of horses under the hood.

She hits, seventy, eighty, ninety...pulling away.

She rounds a corner, breaks hard, and barrels through a small 
ditch, stopping the car off the highway and behind a rocky 
formation the highway curved around. She kills the lights in 
time for the Guards to BLOW BY NOT SEEING HER.

EL BALDO
So, now that we have a little extra 
money, I think we should get you 
some help, so maybe as soon as we 
get back across the border.

MAE
Did you see that?

EL BALDO
Yeah, that was good driving.

MAE
I know. Not that. Did you notice 
something funny about those 
Policia.

EL BALDO
Funny?

MAE
Yeah, they didn’t look real, I mean 
like other Policia cars, or like 
other Policia.

EL BALDO
‘Cause they’re not. I told you, 
that bank is just a front.

El Baldo opens a satchel, exposing STACKS of TEN-THOUSAND 
DOLLAR BILLS- AMERICAN, and I mean stacks.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Not a real bank, not real Policia. 
Hired guns dressed as Policia to 
guard the Attorney General’s drug 
money. His slush fund. His bribe 
bundles, his American Payoff Money. 
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See, we pay him to catch the 
druggies, then he takes money from 
them, then occasionally, he turns 
in one that doesn’t pay just to 
look good to America. He’s loaded. 
Was...

MAE
I got the point. How many of these 
guys are there?

EL BALDO
Nearest I can tell from my in-depth 
research. We’ve seen them all.

They both give a good look around to see if any more Guards 
abound, then Mae creeps through the dark, no headlights.

FIFTEEN GUARD cars round the last corner and are on them. Mae 
hits the headlights and the gas!

MAE
I think you grossly underestimated.

EL BALDO
You think?

MAE
Yeah, I think! I’m gonna want a 
bigger cut!

EL BALDO
Why?

MAE
Because you grossly underestimated 
the need for...

She’s now DRIVING backwards at about forty miles an hour.

MAE (CONT’D)
...my driving skills.

She breaks hard. Slams it in drive and takes the car right 
back through the Policia like a running back splitting the 
defensive line.

Once through, she makes a hard turn, losing them for the 
moment, she kicks up the gears!

MAE (CONT’D)
You want to take another shot at 
how many of these fucking guys are 
after us.

EL BALDO
Just over ‘a - lot’.
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Mae GETS AWAY, cutting her lights headed off road, popping up 
mounds, and down ditches, eventually disappearing from sight.

MAE
Do you know some way outta this 
fucking country, cause these guys 
will be everywhere looking for us.

EL BALDO
I didn’t really plan that out.

MAE
Well you better, and fast.

El Baldo sits, scolded...until, a large smile starts to break 
across his face.

INT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

Alamo has his gun in Hoppy’s lap, aimed and ready.

ALAMO
(under his breath)
So, you leave with me, quite like, 
and you keep your jewels. You 
don’t, they die. So, maybe you need 
to throw up? Fake it! Yeah, there 
you go...
(louder)
Whoa, whoa...not here! Come on.

Alamo helps Hoppy from the stool, ushering the staggering 
beast from the Bar.

EXT. EL GAUCHO - NIGHT

Alamo and Hoppy just get outside, when...

HOPPY
Help, help...he’s a Bounty...

Alamo has slipped his cuffs on his own wrist, and spins to 
show them...

ALAMO
That’s him! He’s trying to take me 
away.

Hoppy is just sober enough to be stunned by this, then as he 
sees the cuffs on Alamo’s wrist.

HOPPY
What the...

As the Policia LOWER THE BOOM on Hoppy.
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BACK OF EL GAUCHO

Mae and El Baldo park and get out, darting into the back, and 
into the stairwell leading up to the rooms.

FRONT of El Gaucho

Hoppy is getting a real ass whoopin’ as ZZ Top’s ‘Have 
Mercy’, fills the air.

MUSIC/LYRICS
Have mercy/ been waiting for the 
bus all day/ Have mercy/ Got my 
brown paper bag/ Have Mercy/ gonna 
be a long day...

Alamo peels off, sliding around to the back off the building, 
where he SEES his car, right where he left it.

He looks to sees if the coast is clear, then he goes through 
the back and up the stairs.

INSIDE EL BALDO’S ROOM

Mae struggles to get him tied back up

MAE
You sure about this?

EL BALDO
I was right about the money.

MAE
But wrong about the number of 
GUARDS!

EL BALDO
So, odds are I’m right this time. I 
take turns.

She pops the gag back in his mouth, as he gestures, to his 
UNBOUND FEET... she gets one foot tied, bending over to do 
the other, AS,

Alamo knocks open the door, breaking off the lock. He looks 
around suspiciously at Mae at El Baldo’s feet, and that both 
look very dishevelled.

MAE
What are you doing?

ALAMO
What are you doing?

MAE
Watching your fucking skip for you.
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ALAMO
(suspiciously)
We’re outta here.

He cuts El Baldo’s legs loose, and yanks him to his feet.

MAE
Not after what I saw, we’ll get 
fucking beat by those policias.

ALAMO
Then stay!

He pulls El Baldo to the hallway, and down the stairs to the 
car. Mae follows.

MAE
You get your ass whooped, don’t cry 
to me for help.

OUTSIDE, AT THE CAR

MAE (CONT’D)
What did you mean, ‘then stay’!?

Alamo is trying to get El Baldo in the car.

ALAMO
You questioned me!

MAE
I didn’t question you! I Questioned 
how smart this was after seeing 
Lawrence get the royal shit kicked 
outta him. I didn’t think this was 
too smart.

ALAMO
I’m a lot smarter than you. Look 
around, we’re scot free. I handled 
this little fucking place, and the 
Policia, and I’ve got El Baldo! 
It’s perfectly fucking safe because 
I’m perfectly fucking smarter than 
Lawrence, YOU or the bald headed 
freak. Now, let’s go.

MAE
Smart this smart that, you have 
some complex here. Nobody said you 
weren’t smart.

ALAMO
The stuff about my un-cashed 
checks...you did.
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MAE
No I didn’t. I said not cashing 
them was not cool, I didn’t say 
anything about smart or not, you 
did.

El Baldo sees something that makes him try and yell through 
his gag...

ALAMO
So, you don’t, uh...

MAE
I actually think you’re a pretty 
crafty dude.

Alamo smiles,

ALAMO
Listen, when we get back...

Mae smiles, and actually seems somewhat genuine, THEN,

BAM! A gun shot rings through the air!

She helps Alamo shove El Baldo in the back seat.

MAE
I thought you had this taken care 
of!!! Stupid!

ALAMO
Me?

Another shot rips through the windshield as Alamo and Mae 
jump in the car and tear off!

MAE
Oh, you’re so smart, get us out of 
this fucking country!!!

They tear away AS,

Alamo looks out his side window at the GUARDS who are there 
shooting at them.

ALAMO
Hey, those are different guys.

HIGHWAY

Alamo’s car pops up, and races away from the EL Gaucho!
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INT. ALAMO’S CAR (RACING!)

MAE
Isn’t the border that way...

ALAMO
I’ll handle this...

He looks in his rearview mirror at the now BLOODY El Baldo.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(pointing back at El 
Baldo)

You take care of that.

Mae looks back to El Baldo noticing that he has BEEN SHOT in 
the EAR!

MAE
Holy shit!

ALAMO
You don’t think you can just waltz 
across the border with this shit on 
your tail do you!

Mae removes El Baldo’s gag, to try and get the tape away from 
El Baldo’s ear.

EL BALDO
Wash your socks, man.

ALAMO
Shut up.

EL BALDO
Hygiene is important.

Alamo turns to El Baldo.

ALAMO
So is shutting up. Damn, they shot 
off your ear.

MAE
Oh, baby, your ear...

Alamo loses control of the car as he turns to Mae.

ALAMO
I knew it! I knew it you’re with 
this freak show!

Guards in hot pursuit!
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EL BALDO
Hey, Hairy Truman, I’m not digging 
the freak show monicker!

ALAMO
Shut up!

Turns to Mae.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Huh, are you with him?

EL BALDO
Once we get across the border, what 
do you say...I buy you off, 
there...

ALAMO
Maybe I shoot you and collect on 
the ‘dead’ part of dead or alive.

EL BALDO
I’m wanted dead or alive?

ALAMO
Yeah, by me.

A couple more moves and Alamo has lost the Guards for the 
moment. He heads off road into the desert.

EL BALDO
I seen this move, it’s a good move.

Eventually STOPPING at the base of a mountain.

MAE
That you think I would sleep with 
this guy, is...

Alamo gets out of the car followed by Mae.

MAE (CONT’D)
Just what kinda crazy bitch do you 
think I am I mean look at him...oh, 
my god!

She looks up the mountain, then around seeing there seems to 
be nowhere to go.

Alamo strolls off looking where to walk up the mountain, AS,

Mae runs to the car, opens the door

MAE (CONT’D)
(at El Baldo)

You said he’d know a way outta 
here, you stupid...
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Wham! She punches him, then again, AGAIN!

ALAMO AT THE BASE of the MOUNTAIN

LOOKS BACK, sees the beating she’s dishing out.

ALAMO
(sentimentally)
I knew they were together.

MAE and EL BALDO

MAE
I’m going to a Mexican prison cause 
of you!

She starts hitting him again and again, and these are real 
punches. El Baldo can only take cover,

EL BALDO
(whiney)

Oooohh...sor-r-ryyy...

AS,

Alamo yanks her off of him, tossing her to the ground, then 
looks in at the bloody El Baldo.

ALAMO
(re: El Baldo’s face)
Shit.

He looks to Mae.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
What the hell are you doing?

MAE
He, he said, he said...

(change of thought)
It’s just that, he must a made it 
seem like he and me...I, he and me, 
or I were, was together, you know 
and, that’s just not true.

ALAMO
Not true? Now I really do feel 
stupid.

Alamo looks to both of them. El Baldo's a bloody mess, and 
she’s filthy, driven all-night mess.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
I opened myself up, and this is 
what I get.
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MAE
Opened yourself up? When.

ALAMO
At the El Gaucho.

Both Mae and El Baldo are puzzled on this one.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Right before the shot, and we took 
off.

MAE
All you said was...(mocking his 
manly tone)’listen’...

ALAMO
I got interrupted.

MAE
Real romantic!

ALAMO
Like you would ever want romantic.

MAE
I am a woman, you know? I’m 
actually a very sensitive caring 
woman.

Alamo and El Baldo look at each other then at the totally 
dishevelled ‘mess of Mae!’

MAE (CONT’D)
...just that you would never know 
because you’re both the type of 
guys that don’t take the time to 
get to know the other side of 
women. ‘Bring home the bacon, and 
never let you forget you’re a 
man’...you know. I could do 
that...never let you forget you’re 
a man.

ALAMO
You’d have to stop kicking our 
asses first.

MAE
There you go, only looking at the 
one side again.

ALAMO
Women!

EL BALDO
Yeah, women...
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Alamo uncuffs El Baldo from the car, and yanks him out.

He pulls him along, TAKING HIS GUN OUT.

As he passes Mae, not sure of what the hell he’s doing, he 
grabs her arm and cuffs her to a tree.

MAE
What...what are...

ALAMO
Shut up!

He forces El Baldo up the hill at gun point.

EL BALDO
(to Mae)

I hope it’s not the ‘dead’ of ‘dead 
or alive’ he’s going for...

Alamo shoves El Baldo along.

Mae watches as Alamo forces El Baldo up the mountain.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(nervous)

Does my ear look bad?

ALAMO
Why you asking me?

EL BALDO
Cause, don’t know, just thought 
you’d know, cause looks can be very 
important for someone like you.

ALAMO
Someone like me, what’s that?

Continuing up the mountain.

EL BALDO
Looks are important to you.  That’s 
something you depend on. Your 
looks. Not in a bad way. It’s just 
a crutch. You look good. It’s well, 
losing your hair is the best thing 
that can happen to you. People say 
bald guys are smart. No, they’re 
not born like that, it’s just that 
you’re forced in that direction 
when the dome starts to sprout 
through the hair. If you were bald 
you wouldn’t have a hard time 
figuring out what to do.
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ALAMO
I know what to do and
I’m smart enough. I got you.

EL BALDO
Yeah, but what are you getting? 
Two, maybe three grand. I’ll give 
you twice that to let me go.

ALAMO
I’m taking you in ‘cause I hate 
‘skips’. You guys are fucking 
quitters. You did the crime, you 
got busted, then you want to run-
away. You should have done a better 
job of not getting caught.

TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN

The sun peeks over the horizon AS,

El Baldo kneels and prays as Alamo aims his gun at his head.

EL BALDO
You’re gonna kill me? Sorry...no, 
please, sorry, please...

ALAMO
She really digs you doesn’t she?

El Baldo doesn’t really know what he just heard.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
You and Mae. Answer me!

EL BALDO
(still shocked)

Yeah....yeah...is that what you 
brought me up here for? You kill 
me, and take her.

ALAMO
No...needed the view, I have no 
idea where I am.

Alamo lowers the gun, and searches the horizon for 
familiarity.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
(erupting!)
Fuck! I knew it. I knew that whole 
writer thing was bullshit, hell she 
speaks worse than me. But you!  How 
is she with you? I don’t get it, 
you know. I thought she had a thing 
for me.
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EL BALDO
You mean ‘cause I’m bald?

ALAMO
No.

EL BALDO
Yeah, it is. Your prejudice against 
the bald. Some women find it sexy, 
and I’m what they call a bad-boy. A 
real toughie. She feels that.

El Baldo sees Alamo’s disappointment, as he starts down the 
hill, and El Baldo, nowhere else to go, follows.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
Where are you going, thought we 
were talking.

ALAMO
I see where we are.

EL BALDO
You mean with Mae?

ALAMO
No, where we are, and how to get 
the fuck outta here.

EL BALDO
I know. She’s really hot potato.

ALAMO
And she digs you?

EL BALDO
Yeah. We been together for a while.

ALAMO
She a con, too?

EL BALDO
Mae, no. She’s a straight potato.
Alamo
Again with the ‘potato’ thing. What 
are you doing?

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
I don’t know, it’s a lingo thing. I 
feel like we need a lingo.

ALAMO
No, We don’t.

EL BALDO
I felt like we were becoming 
friends.
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Still making there way down the hill.

ALAMO
What do you think? I put you away, 
you think I got a shot at her?

EL BALDO
Maybe.

Alamo sees cars way off in the distance heading their way.

ALAMO
Shit!

El Baldo sees the same and they both take off thinking they 
are the target, Guards? Or Policia?

Running, falling, stumbling, they make their way to Mae and 
the car.

El Baldo jumps in the car, as Alamo undoes Mae’s cuffs.

MAE
I told you not to leave me out 
anymore!

WHAM! She clocks Alamo, knocking him to the ground.

ALAMO
God damnit! And you want romance!? 
What did I tell you about that? 
Woman or not I’ll bust you up, now 
get in the car now!

MAE
Don’t tell me what to do!
Alamo
I’ll do what I want, including 
leaving you here.

MAE (CONT’D)
Like hell.

ALAMO
Hey, gigs over. You’re best bet is 
too stay here, because you go back, 
and I’ll turn you in, too.

MAE
You’re not leaving me here!

Mae starts to go to get in the car, but Alamo blocks her way.

ALAMO
You’re staying.
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MAE
You wouldn’t leave me here. You got 
a thing for me.

ALAMO
Had...had a thing.

EL BALDO
Had a thing for you.

ALAMO
Shut up.

EL BALDO
I thought we were buds.

MAE
That’s what this is!? Get out of my 
way. You like me.

Mae pushes Alamo aside and starts for the car, then he shoves 
her to the side and closes her door.

ALAMO
I could never trust you.

EL BALDO
You got a trust thing, too? Maybe 
you guys are perfect.

MAE
I’m going with you...

She pushes him, and he pushes back, then she rears back her 
fist,

ALAMO
And I told you, you hit me again, 
I’ll knock you out.

MAE
Bring it on.

ALAMO
Oh yeah?

El Baldo sees the car getting closer, as Alamo and Mae square 
off.

EL BALDO
Not a good time, there guys.
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Mae THROWS HER FIST  at Alamo’s face and he just ducks it, 
then he tries to return the shot and she just slips under it, 
then again they both go for the knock out, and both just slip 
under the punches ending up in a sort of wrestling grasp, 
then one look, and instead of either throwing the knock out 
punch, Alamo slips in a big kiss that Mae aggressively 
follows up on. They continue a sort of 
wrestling/fighting/kissing moment, 

AS,

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
(sees)

Seriously...

The wrestling and Fighting give way to just the kissing, and 
El Baldo seems oddly intrigued, and put-off, THEN,

BANG! A bullet rips through the car windshield. Alamo looks 
back, startled.

MAE
It missed you, pussy, you quitting, 
huh?

BANG! This bullet rips through Alamo’s shoulder, dropping him 
to his knees.

They all look at the row of cars filled with Guards heading 
for them with guns hanging out the windows firing away, 
hitting all around them.

Mae jumps in the car, triggers the wires from where she 
started it before.

MAE (CONT’D)
Get in!

Alamo crawls in the passenger seat, and they tear away to the 
sound of, ‘I got A Line on You’, by Spirit,

MUSIC/LYRICS
Let me take you baby/ down to the 
river bed/

ALAMO
You just don’t know me, that’s all.

INT. ALAMO’S CAR (RACING!)

MAE
Hey, I’m sorry if I mislead you, 
but this bald headed freakshow did 
skip out with my bail money.
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EL BALDO
(feeling his ears)

I AM a freak show now.

The bullet that ripped through the windshield got El Baldo’s 
other ear.

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
How do the ears look?

ALAMO
I thought looks didn’t matter.

EL BALDO
Bald, okay, one ear, maybe, but at 
two I do become a fucking 
freakshow!! How’s my ear?

ALAMO
It’s not bad.

BANG! This bullet rips through the back windshield hitting 
Alamo’s other shoulder.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Can you drive a little faster!

Alamo rolls around in pain.

MAE
Be glad you got me or you’d be two 
dead men!

El Baldo looks out the back window at the trail of Guards 
behind them. Then back at Mae...

Mae’s DRIVING HER ASS OFF....as she flies over the hill, 
hitting the road at a good clip.

Mae just misses and on coming SEMI-TRUCK, as,

Guards get closer, shots hit the car, everybody ducks...

MUSIC/LYRICS
I got a line on you Baby/I got a 
line on/ I got a line on you baby/

Alamo looks at El Baldo sitting with his pouting face on.

Mae FLIES INTO the Border town with PLENTY OF COMPANY on her 
tail.

Alamo sees something out the front windshield.

ALAMO
Left! Left!
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MAE
The border is straight!

ALAMO
Take a fucking left!

She does.

ALAMO(CONT’D)
I know what I’m doing, you’ll never 
make  the crossing.

MAE
Uh...this road ends.

UP AHEAD, sure enough, it does, hence the barricades.

ALAMO
Run ‘em (Barricades)!!!

MAE
Ooohh...

Mae nears the barricades.

ALAMO
Gun it!!

MAE
...SHIT!!!!!!!!!

BOOM! Alamo’s car crashes through the barricades, down an 
embankment, and onto a dirt road running along the Rio Grande 
parallel to the United States...

ALAMO
Not so bad, huh?

MAE
How do we cross?

ALAMO
Little bridge right up ahead.

Up AHEAD Guard cars drop in from the road, blocking their 
path.

MAE
What bridge? I don’t see a bridge!

ALAMO
You see that little wooden cross?

MAE
Yeah, so...
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ALAMO
Turn hard right at that.

MAE
Into the river?!

AT the CROSS,

ALAMO
Turn!

Mae veers hard right into the Rio Grande, and sure enough, 
right at that spot, the water is suspiciously shallow enough 
from them to drive across, as Bullets hit the car, they pop 
up on the American side, and vanish into the shrubs.

MUSIC/LYRICS
Now put your arms around me/ with 
every bit of your love/

MAE
Nice bridge...

EXT. PAY PHONE - NIGHT

A bloodied Alamo staggers to the phone, looking over his 
shoulder at his shot-up car.

ALAMO
(on the phone)
Benny, I’m across...yeah, I got 
him.

MUSIC/LYRICS
You can know what to do/ I’ll make 
love to you/

ALAMO
Mae? No, no...she uh, left. Took 
off somewhere in Mexico. Really. 
Wow, sorry...yeah...not your bail 
anyway huh? Well, I’m bring in El 
Baldo.

He hangs up, turns, STARTLED AT,

MAE
Look this is really hard for me, as 
you probably know by now, I’m not 
easy to like...

(waiting for)
...you’re supposed to deny that. 
Anyway,

You know you’re little place by the lake?
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ALAMO
Yeah.

MAE
I wouldn’t mind hanging out there 
with you.

Alamo smiles, then sees something behind her that drops his 
smile.

ALAMO
(sourly)

Yeah well,like you said I don’t 
exactly HAVE enough money to retire 
just yet.

MAE
(smiles knowingly)

Maybe you do have enough. NOW.

Alamo, raises his gun, pushes her aside, and though he is 
barely able to hold the gun up because of his shoulders, he 
squeezes off a few rounds.

BANG! BANG! BANG!

El Baldo freezes as the shots hit all around him, Alamo gives 
Mae an undeniable look that says he thinks she was trying to 
help El Baldo with his GET-AWAY!

MAE (CONT’D)
(realizing)

I wasn’t helping him, honest...

MUSIC/LYRICS
I got a line on you babe!

SONG ENDS AS,

Alamo pushes past her towards El Baldo, hands up, still a 
good hundred feet or so away.

Alamo takes aim again.

EL BALDO
Are those warning shots or is your 
aim suckin’ cause of the 
shoulders...

ALAMO
You decide.

MAE
I swear, I wasn’t doing that to 
distract you!
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EL BALDO
I choose warning shots.

El Baldo slowly makes his way back to the car.

BACK SEAT

Alamo tosses El Baldo in.

MAE
You have to believe me.

Alamo points his gun at her.

ALAMO
You drive.

FROM INSIDE
Alamo looks to Mae, disappointed.

HIGHWAY

ALAMO’S CAR  FLIES BY

INT. CAR (MOVING)

MAE
It was never love. I was in a crazy 
time, and he was crazy, but you 
know, you get where you ask 
yourself why, and at that you know 
that no matter what the why is, the 
time is now for change.

She sees El Baldo nodding to her in the rearview mirror as 
though to say, ’Good, good, keep working him’.

LA GRANGE CITY LIMIT.

The car blows through...

INT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - NIGHT

Benny looks up at the two intense LAW MEN who enter his 
office. He looks over their shoulders at the numerous others 
outside.

INT. CAR (MOVING)

MAE
I mean, okay, of course I knew he 
would try to get away, he’s a skip. 
He wouldn’t of run in the first 
place if his intent wasn’t to get 
away, but was I helping him back 
there, NO!
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SAN ANTONIO CITY LIMIT

Alamo’s car enters the city...

MAE (CONT’D)
...I’m actually glad to be done 
with him, whether I met you or not, 
you’re just an added bonus.

El Baldo smiles at her in the mirror.

EXT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - NIGHT

Mae parks, hops out, as Alamo pulls El Baldo from his seat, 
not noticing that he is FREE from his CUFFS, and HOLDING 
Mae’s little GUN that Alamo gave her, behind him.

MAE
I guess I’m just saying I’d like a 
chance with you, that’s all. What 
do you think?

EL BALDO
She never talked to me that way.

Alamo faces Mae as El Baldo starts to pull the gun up to 
Alamo, THEN,

CLICK! CLICK! CLICK!

Ten serious looking Law Men all with their guns right at the 
threesome take AIM!

LAWMAN
Freeze!

ALAMO
It’s okay guys...I got him.

Alamo turns to El Baldo, gun now stashed in his pants, to 
lead him to the Lawmen!

THEY EASE THEIR WAY IN CLOSER to the threesome.

LAWMAN
Keep your hands where we can see 
them!!

El Baldo and Alamo raise their hands,

AS, the Lawmen put MAE TO THE GROUND!

Four of them cuff her, as the others stand over her, guns 
drawn for safety.
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Alamo and El Baldo stand in amazement, as Alamo looks to El 
Baldo.

EL BALDO
Beats me.

Mae’s hauled away.

MAE
I meant all that Alamo...I’ll look 
you up.

ALAMO
I always get the crazy ones.

EL BALDO
So do I...so do I.

INT. BENNY’S BAILBONDSMAN - NIGHT

EL BALDO
What about me?

From the back, a smallish POLICE OFFICER enters,

POLICE OFFICER
Sorry I’m late.

He proceeds to cuff El Baldo as Benny hands over the paper 
work to the officer.

EL BALDO
One guy. I get one guy. She had a 
hundred.

Benny tears out a check, handing to Alamo.

BENNY
Check this out, they faxed this 
over after I told them she’d been 
here...

He shows the various mug shots they have of Mae. All are 
completely different, ONE has blonde hair, One has Red, ONE 
has punk make up, ONE has a baby-doll look,

AS, they look over the shots

BENNY (CONT’D)
Fuck that huh? She’s got a rap 
sheet makes this guy look like a 
pussy. Murder, armed robbery, hell, 
you’re lucky to be alive, just 
think if she had a reason to kill 
you.

...each Picks out the one they like best,
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ALAMO
Man she looks good here,

BENNY
This is the one for me.

POLICE OFFICER
Hottie-mama! Look at this one. May 
I?

BENNY
Take it.

ALAMO
I’ll take this one.

El Baldo even reaches in, cuffs and all and takes a photo, as 
he’s lead out,

Alamo collects his check and Benny follows him out the front 
door.

They watch as the Police Officer opens the door to put El 
Baldo in. El Baldo does all he can to fuck with the in-
experience officer in getting him in the car.

BENNY
Did you shoot his ears off?

ALAMO
Nope.

Benny sees Alamo’s shot up car,

BENNY
Damn, they shot up your car too.

They both shake their heads.

ALAMO/BENNY
Texas- South...

Benny reaches in his pocket and folds out Five-hundred 
dollars for Alamo.

ALAMO
(turning it down)

That’s all right, you’re not going 
to be in any story.

BENNY
No, but I sure have one. Trade that 
piece of shit in...

Alamo takes the extra money, as they watch El Baldo kick the 
Officer’s keys he’s now dropped off to the side, seemingly 
accidentally,
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EL BALDO
Sor-r-ryyy...

El Baldo seizes the moment to loudly whisper over to Alamo

EL BALDO (CONT’D)
I wouldn’t trade that car in...
Trust me. I’ll look you up.

EXT. LAKE - DAY

Alamo sits in front of what is the MOTHER OF ALL MOBILE HOMES 
perched on a plot of land it barely can squeeze into,

On a lake that ain’t much bigger than the mobile home.

Alamo is now very cleaned up, Hair cut very close, almost, 
yes, bald. Clean shaven, nice clean shirt, unbuttoned and 
hanging neatly around nice khakis

Alamo looks out on the lake, finishes his beer and goes 
inside for another, stopping to take in how big and awesome 
his mobile home is...

EXT. CAR DEALERSHIP - DAY

Three rather nerdish young, swarthy, CAR DEALERS stand at the 
rear of Alamo’s car, trunk open, looking in, all eyes about 
to pop out of their heads.

One slams the trunk shut as they all look around the parking 
lot, then through the window at Alamo sitting in the office.

INT. CAR SALES OFFICE

The three Salesman enter and  nervously approach Alamo, 
taking various seats in the office.

ALAMO
What’s my trade in?

SALESMAN
Uh, yes sir, there’s a slight 
problem with that.

ALAMO
Look, a little bondo, make that 
good as new. Better, ‘cause it’s a 
classic.

SALESMAN
No, no it’s not that, it’s just 
that...

CO-WORKER 1
...are you aware that car 
has...’compartments’ in it.
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Alamo surveys the room, the tension...

ALAMO
Oh, shit, I left something in there 
didn’t I.

The Salesmen do all they can to remain expressionless.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
That’s embarrassing. My underwear, 
the dirties I sometimes throw in 
there. Shit, man you know how it is 
you can  wipe a hundred times and 
still...

The tension breaks, they all laugh nervously...

SALESMAN
Well, of course we know, we’re all 
men here.

CO-WORKER 1
Damn right. Don’t worry about it. 
I’m guessing you don’t want the 
‘dirties’  back?

ALAMO
Hell no, whatever’s in there, it’s 
yours.

They all laugh.

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Just launder ‘em first...

Laugh, laugh...

ALAMO (CONT’D)
Now, the car. What can I get for 
it?

EXT. LAKE - DAY

Alamo exits his mobile home, beer in hand, STOPPING at the 
SIGHT OF,

MAE
(O.S.)

That is nice.

ALAMO
It is ain’t it. I told you that car 
was a classic.

Mae smiles...she knows!
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MAE
It sure was.

ALAMO
How’d you get out?

MAE
Do you really want to know?

Alamo thinks this one over.

ALAMO
You want a beer?

MAE
I’d love one.

FADE OUT.
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